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Only when man fully understands through
reason, caring, logic, compassion, science
and love, that criminal homicide is a in-
h\imane deed, will he stop criminally and
violently killing other men.
P. Q. Chrystal
April 16, 1980
Of all the crime that one person can commit against
another, the violence of criminal homicide is the most
brutal and deplorable. Since the dawn of humanity man has
engaged in the grevous acts of killing other men. And,
at the same time man has pondered the multitude of whys
in regard to the senseless act of criminal homicide.
Numerous studies by well meaning social scientists and lay¬
persons clutter library shelves all over the world on this
very perplexing and important subject matter. Despite
the voluminous scholarly and nonscholarly works on criminal
homicide, man still persists in the taking of lives of
other men.
This, similar to the ones antecedent to it, will
not in itself prevent man from unlawfully killing other
men. However, it is my desire that this study will answer
2
many of the still unanswered questions concerning incidences in
criminal homicide in general and criminal homicide in
Atlanta in particular. I am fully aware that studying
criminal homicide from a sociological perspective alone
does not give all the clues to the solutions of this very
difficult puzzle. The scattered pieces only come together
when the sociological, psychological, biological and even
the economic theories are well taken into consideration.
Like many of my forerunners who have studied this pressing
social problem, I am not trained in all of the above mentioned
disciplines. Therefore, being fully aware of my own per¬
sonal limitations, I have chosen to investigate criminal
homicide from the descriptive perspective of sociology.
This study hopefully will inspire young scholars in
other scientific behavior fields to undertake further
analysis of criminal homicide relative to their own training.
And perhaps, we in the future can combine our many hypo¬
theses and theories into a workable fact-based preventive
weapon against criminal homicide.
Purpose of the Study
The purpose of this study is to analyze the phenomena
of criminal homicide from a socio-descriptive perspective
by using data from Atlanta, Georgia in an area case study.
Sociological analysis is undertaken of all criminal homicides
listed by the Atlanta Police Department between January 1,
3
1969 and December 31, 1979.
Recent new articles and television reports have given
Atlanta the reputation of being a 'notorious homicide
center'. This tag has placed a stigma on Atlanta because
of the most recently number of homicides reported by the
1973, 1974 and namely, the 1979 crime statistics. It is
true that a murder problem does exist in this city, but it
is also true that internal city politics, sensational news
reporting, the hand gun issue, and other factors have
added to the problem of controlling homicide in Atlanta.
The reputation of 'notorious homicide center', gives em¬
phasis to the importance of this and similar studies of
criminal homicide in Atlanta.
Utilizing the socio-descriptive approach, I will
attempt to provide a systematic explanation of the nature,
patterns, and dynamics of criminal homicide in Atlanta
for those years.
It should be noted that this study is intended to be
a partial replication of the classic study done by Marvin
E. Wolfgang in Philadelphia, Pennsylvania, for the years
1948 to 1952. However, the merits of this study are found
in the following: (1). It is an analysis of the most
recent statistical data in the Atlanta area available on
criminal homicide. (2). It is the first eleven year time
span study of criminal homicide in Atlanta to date. (3).
The period 1969 to 1979 lends itself to a good analysis of
4
the effects of population shifts on criminal homicide.
(4). And finally, the sample of the population to be studied
(number of victims of criminal homicide in Atlanta 1969
to 1979), 2,263 total is large enough to describe the em¬
pirical phenomena of criminal homicide as objectively and
accurately as possible.
Criminal Homicide Defined
There are almost as many definitions of criminal
homicides as there are studies of the subject. However,
for the purpose of this study only those definitions that
fit a logical scientific framework will be discussed.
Criminal homicide as defined by the Atlanta Police
Department is the willful (non-negligent) killing of one
human being by another. As a general rule, any death due
to a fight, argument quarrel, assault, or commission of a
crime, is counted as a criminal homicide.^
According to Marvin E. Wolfgang, homicide legally
means, "death caused by behavior of someone other than the
2
person killed." Lynn A. Curtis gives perhaps the best
functional classified definition of criminal homicide to
date: "strictly speaking, criminal homicide in the United
States includes murder (commonly in the first and second
^City of Atlanta Police Department, Annual Reports,1974.
2
Marvin E. Wolfgang, Patterns In Criminal Homicide.
(London, Oxford University Press, 1958): p. 22.
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degree), non-negligent and negligent (or involuntary)
3
manslaughter." While there are obviously other definitions
most of those are restated carbon copies of the above
mentioned.
Classification of Homicide
As it now stands, law enforcement agencies, social
scientists, and others seem to work from a diverse array of
classifications and definitions. Wolfgang and other scholars







By using the above model, whom Wolfgang presented in
his book as a skeletal framework, I would like to present











I will attempt to show the difference between non¬
criminal homicide and criminal homicide. This I believe
3
Lynn A. Curtis, Criminal Violence. (Lexington Books,




is one of the major problems in the reporting of homicides.
Many law enforcement agencies, and many studies, fail to
discern the difference between the two. As a result of this,
criminal homicide data is often confused with non-criminal
homicide data.
Not only is there confusion in regard to a classification
in respect to definition of the terms like murder, manslaugh¬
ter and homicide. In a legal point of view non-criminal
homicides such as excusable homicides, justifiable homicides,
and certain types of manslaughter are not considered murder.
Wolfgang was certainly aware of this confusion of agency
reporting in his study: "Reports of the number of murders
occuring in a given year have often erroneously included
voluntary and involuntary manslaughter as well as first
5and second degree murder."
Curtis was also aware of the differences between
criminal homicide such as first degree murder and negligent
manslaughter. Most negligent manslaughter involves auto¬
mobiles, however, and these point to significantly different
g
situations than murder and non-negligent manslaughter.
With this in mind, the following is my systematic
classification of homicide, along with definitions of
murder and manslaughter.
^Ibid., p. 23.
^Curtis, Criminal, p. 3.
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Systematic Classifications of Homicide
I. Non-Criminal Homicide^ is the intentional or unintention
al killing of one individual (or several) where no blame
9
attaches to the offender(s). The killing can be sanctioned
by law or in self-defense where the offender is protecting
himself from death or bodily harm. Also it entails the
killing of another individual without malice and unintention
ally while committing a misdemeanor.
A. Excusable Homicide is an unintentional killing
where no blame attaches to the offender. It may have re-
7
suited from negligence on the part of the victim.
B. Justifiable Homicide is an intentional killing
sanctioned by law, such as the execution of legal sentences
of death; the killing of a felon who cannot otherwise be
taken; or in self-defense where one must kill another to
g
save himself from death or great bodily harm. (An example
of this type of homicide would be the slaying of a bank
robber by a police officer in the line of duty if he (the
robber) cannot be taken by any other means.
LL. Criminal Homicide is the unlawful feloneous, and
malicious killing of one individual (or several) by another
individual (or several) with, or without premeditation,






A. Murder is the crime of unlawfully killing an in-
9
dividual especially with malice and a forethought.
1. First Degree Murder is the willful, deliberate
and premeditated killing of a human being feloniously and
maliciously.^^ It is also murder in the first degree to
slay while committing or attempting to commit certain
felonious acts such as forcible rape, robbery and kidnapping.
2. Second Degree Murder is the killing of a human
being feloniously and maliciously, but without specific
intent to take life.^^
B. Manslaughter is the unlawful killing of a person
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without express or implied malice.
1. Voluntary manslaughter is the unlawful killing
of another in a sudden heat of anger, without premeditation,
malice or depravity of heart.
2. Involuntary Manslaughter consists of the
killing of another without malice and unintentionally,
but in doing some unlawful act not amounting to a felony





Webster's Seventh New Collegiate Dictionary, p.557.
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To summarize, any study of criminal homicide must
examine criminal statistics. But an analysis can only
be made if the researcher has a reasonable and workable
definition of what criminal homicide is. Hopefully, the
systematic classification that I have presented will help
make homicide a much easier phenomenon to study.
Scope of the Study
Again it should be noted that this study, like others
of its kind, possess certain limitations. The major
limitation centers upon the number of variables which can
be adequately analyzed in any thesis project of limited
scope. Being fully aware of this fact, an analysis is
attempted on what I deem to be the most important variables
in the Atlanta study. The ones which have been chosen for
examination are: race, sex, age, temporal patterns, method
of homicide, weapon, interpersonal relationships, husband-
wife homicides, and race and sex relationships.
This work, then, is devoted to the descriptive analysis
of the phenomenon of criminal homicide in a metropolitan
social setting.
In Chapter Two the theoretical and empirical literature
on criminal homicide is reviewed. This chapter opens with
theories of violence and crime, and their applicability
to criminal homicide. Every major empirical study of im¬
portance done on criminal homicide is reviewed. Finally,
10
this chapter concludes with a discussion of all the studies
on criminal homicide done in Atlanta to date:
Chapter Three is concerned with the methodology and
specifically, how raw data on criminal homicide was obtained
from the Atlanta police records. Also, a discussion of the
advantages of using police data, and the limitations of the
use is^ presented in this chapter.
Chapter Four is the presentation and interpretation
of the Atlanta police data. Each of the important variables
are broken down and examined by both victims and offenders.
Chapter Five is a complete summary of the major re¬
search findings that emerged from the presentation and in¬
terpretation chapter.
Chapter Six consists of the conclusion and implications
for future research on criminal homicide in general, and
criminal homicide in Atlanta in particular.
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CHAPTER TWO
REVIEW OF RESEARCH LITERATURE
As mentioned in the introduction of this study, there
are numerous shcolarly and nonscholarly works written con¬
cerning criminal homicide. It should be understood at this
point that because there have been so many studies written
on this perplexing subject matter, the findings of all of
them will not be presented in this thesis. However, I
have undertaken the enterpise of using only the germane
literature that will hopefully enhance a clearer under¬
standing of criminal homicide.
This chapter consists of three sections. First, all
of the pertinent theoretical information relative to criminal
homicide is reviewed. This includes a review of the major
theories of crime, the major theories of violence, general
theories of homicide, and major theories of criminal
homicide. A critical sociological evaluation will be made
of each theory.
The second section of this chapter deals exclusively
with the most important empirical data on criminal homicide.
There are six sub-sections to this chapter ranging from:
Offender and Victims in Criminal Homicide to Criminal
Homicide Among Blacks.
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Finally, the last section concentrates on studies of
criminal homicide in the city of Atlanta prior to this
study. Again, because of a time limitation, this section,
like the proceeding onces, will be a critical overview of
criminal homicide studies in Atlanta.
Theoretical Review
Major Theories in the Sociology of Crime
Perhaps one of the best known theories of crime, and
how people learn it, is the concept of 'differential associa¬
tion' . One of the leading promoters of the differential
association theory of crime is Edwin Sutherland. Sutherland
proposed that all behavior is learned behavior. Therefore
just as it is learned, it must be taught. And just as norm¬
ative and law-abiding activities are learned, so are law¬
breaking activities.^ To quote Sutherland directly, he
states;
"The hypothesis of differential association is that
criminal behavior is learned in association with those
who define it unfavorably, and that a person in a ap¬
propriate situation engages in such criminal behavior if,
and only if, the weight of the favorable definition
exceeds the weight of the unfavorable definition."2
Simply stated, Sutherland's theory of differential
association states that persons become criminals because of
^Albert Ellis and John Gullo, Murder And Assassination.
(New York, MacMillian, 1958): P. 78.
2
E. H. Sutherland, White Collar Crime. (New York:
Holt Rinehart and Winston Inc., reissue, 1960): p. 73.
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their association with other criminals.
Like other theories in the sociology of crime, the
differential association theory has its critics. The main
criticism of the differential association theory is given
by Short, who points out that, the differential association
theory does not take into account delinquencies which occur
3
from emotional maladjustments. The main fallacy of the
differential association theory is it does not explain
the basic causes of crime, but is serves more as a descriptive
theory to show how crime is transmitted.
Still other sociological theories of crime are the
’group conflict theories’. These theories seek to explain
criminal behavior in terms of certain types of group con¬
flict. One of the more favorite assumptions of these
theories is the idea that members of minority groups, de¬
feated by discrimination and inequality, may turn to crime
in frustration and bitterness. These group conflicts help
to explain crimes (some), but by no means all of them.
It is true that some minorities do have high crime rates,
but others such as Chinese and Japanese have very low rates
of crime.
The mentor of these group conflict theories is Thorsten
4
Sellin.- Although labeled the theory of Culture Conflict,
3
James F. Short Jr., "Social Problems". Journal of
Criminal Law, Criminology and Police Science, 4(June 1957);
pT'JW.
4
T. Sellin, Culture, Conflict And Crime. (New York,
MacMillian, 1978): p. 112.
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it is essentially the same as any group conflict theory.
The main thesis of Bellin's theory of culture conflict
is that ethnic groups which migrate, tend to clash with
members of other groups in their community. Beilin further
concludes that due to this culture clash, a rise in criminality
occurs. Unfortunately Beilin's theory of culture conflict
does not explain the social causation of crime.
Both differential association and group-conflict
theories are the most well-known and respected in the
sociology of crime. However, neither of these theories
alone provide a plausable explanation of crime.
Major Theories in the Bocioloqy of Violence
One of the best known theories in the sociology of
violence is the 'social learning theory'. Bocial learning
theory suggest that violent behavior is learned as a result
5of interaction with others, especially intimates. Role
modeling during the early years is one form of learning
suggested in social learning theory. The child, according
to the theory, observes the violent behavior of others
and then imitates their violent acts. The child may learn
from his 'significant others', that violent attacks can be
used as a means to gratification. Chimbos stated that
^T. Beilin, Culture, Conflict And Crime. (New York,
MacMillian, 1978); p. 97.
Peter Chimbos, Marital Violence of Interspouse Homicide.
(Ban Francisco; R&S Research Associates, 1978): p. 10.
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"the more violence presented in the familial setting during
childhood, the more likely the person is to internalize
violent behavior and then apply it in adult life when con-
7fronted with threatening situations."
Owens and Stauss quickly point to the fact that the
more a child is a victim of violence, or commits violent
acts, the greater the approval of the use of violence in
D
adult life. According to Chimbos, "the available research
on homicide and physical assaults appears to bear out the
social learning theory and students of human behavior
9
accept it as a rewarding approach to the study of violence."
Like other theories of violence and crime, social learning
theory is not without faults. The main fault is that
everyone who has frustrating early year life experiences
does not always resort to violence. Also, there are people
who commit violent acts whose early childhood experiences
were very stable and positive in nature.
Another theory often used to explain violence is the
one first proposed by Wolfgang in his study of Philadelphia
homicides from 1948 to 1952. This theory was later elaborated
by Wolfgang with the help of Franco Ferracuti, and is often
^Ibid., p. 10.
Q
D. Owens and M. A. Strauss, "Childhood Violence and
Adult Approval of Violence". Paper presented at the 1973
meeting of the American Orthopsychiatric Association.
9
Chimbos, Marital, p. 10.
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labeled as the 'subculture of violence theory'. Wolfgang
points out that there is a subculture of violence which
does not completely oppose the dominant culture, nor is
characterized by the use of violence in every situation.
In comparison to the larger culture, this so-called violent
subculture simply promotes a greater nximber of conditions
under which violence is expected or required of its members.
As Wolfgang and Ferracuti state;
"Ready access to weapons in the millieu may become
essential for protection against others who respond
in similarity violent ways in certain situations
Wolfgang and Ferracuti go on to describe the sub¬
culture of violence as one in which non-violence is actually
12
forbidden in certain situations. The subculture of violence
theory is not without its critics either. According to
McCaghy;
"There is no evidence that persons who engage in
violence approve of it more than those who are relative¬
ly non-violent.^^
If a subculture of violence exists, it apparently
is subtly interwoven among individuals overtly violent
and non-violent alike, as well as across racial and economic
lines.
H. McCaghy, Crime In American Society, (New York;
McMillian, 1970); p. 10.
E. Wolfgang and F. Ferracuti, The Sub-Culture of
Violence, (London; Favistock Publications, 1967); p. 159.
^^Ibid., p. 161
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"The subculture of violence theory does not provide
us with an explanation of how violent values originally
develop or are transmitted. Nor does it explain
why many of those coming from lower class families,
or other subcultural groups do not resort to violence
in coping with problems.
Still another theory in the sociology of violence is
the most recent innovation on the subculture of violent
theory. The innovator of this new theory is Lynn Curtis.
Curtis calls his theory the 'black violent contraculture'.
Curtis attempts to explain a narrow range of violence: that
which is committed by lower income young black males.
According to McCaghy;
"Curtis's scheme is complex; it contains many dimensions
which presumably operate at various levels to produce
violent conflicts that, in turn are resolved by
homicide."17
Among the dimensions are those at the broad societal
level, or structural level, including economic deprivation
and racism experienced by blacks. According to Curtis,
young black males adopt to these "structural determinants"
by values that emphasize physical prowness and manipulation
and thrill seeking and change. These contraculture values
are not violent in themselves, but in conjunction with al¬
cohol, the availability of weapons, and other situations,
they may generate and, more than likely, tend to aggravate
15
Chimbos, Marital, p. 10.
16
Lynn A. Curtis, Criminal Violence, (Lexington Books,
D,C. Heath & Co., Lexington, Mass., 1974): p. 17.
17
McCaghy, Crimes,. p. 109.
18
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interpersonal conflict. Curtis's approach to concentrate
on one group of murderers is an attempt to discover logical
causes of their behavior.
General Theories of Homicide
One of the most general explanations of homicide is
the "criminosynthesis theory" created by A. Stevens Gionelli.
According to this theory, any homicide results from high
need frustration, low internal inhibitions, low external
inhibitions, low contact with reality, high situational
crime potential, and high potential satisfaction existing
19
at the time a murder is committed. Most scholars agree
that this general theory is reasonable. But, the problem
with the crimnosynthesis theory is that it does not provide
any definite insight into motivation of homicide. However,
one of the main points Gionelli makes in his theory is that
an impulse to homicide does not arise momentarily. He
is correct in assiiming that most criminal homicides, even
passion homicides, are not necessarily done in the heat
of the argument. Some unseen or seen factors, perhaps
even the victim having emotional problems worked upon the
offender to induce the homicide.
^^Ibid., p. Ill
19
Steven Gionelli, "Crimnosynthesis Theory", Journal
of Psychology, 64(1960): p. 26.
19
Critics of Gionelli's theory suggest that he does not
attend to the fact that individuals who commit homicide
from high need frustration, usually tend to have an un¬
usually low tolerance for frustration, and much of his
"high need" is created by his belief that frustration is
20
intolerable, and therefore, he cannot bear it.
Another very well known non-specific theory of homicide
is the theory proposed by Frederic Wertham in his book,
A Sign For Cain. Wertham logically suggests that the reasons
why men kill are not so different from the reasons why men
do other wrong things. Wertham further suggests that the
grounds for all kinds of negative emotions: greed, jealousy,
fear and the persisting memory of sexual development,
hunger for revenge, peer anger and irritations, hostility,
wild ambition, sadistic fixations, resentments, unforgiven
humiliations and rivalries exist in almost any sphere of
21
human behavior.
Gillin studied ninety-two Wisconsin prison inmates
and noted some important factors that may possibly contribute
to homicide. Gillin found these factors to be loss of status,
economic insecurity, cultural conflict, marital conflict
20
Albert Ellis and John Gullo, Murder And Assassination.
(New York, MacMillian): p. 78.
21.
Frederic Wertham, A Sign For Cain. (Rand McNally
and Company, 1948): p. 14.
20
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and social inadequacy, Gillin’s theory indicates that some
murderers tend to leave school earlier, start work earlier,
change jobs more often, live more disorganized lives with
their wives, feel that they were someone's favorite person,
be less likely to be farmers, and tend not to be professional
criminals.
Major Social Theories of Criminal Homicide
Almost every possible cause has been proposed to the
increase in the United States criminal homicide rate. One
of the first noteworthy studies of homicide was done by
H, C. Brearley. In his book. Homicide In The United States,
Brearley theorized that criminal homicide is caused by
24
everything from wealth to prohibition. Brearley was not
alone in his explanation of criminal homicide due to wealth.
F. L. Hoffman stated in The Homicide Problem;
"Our enormous increase in wealth is in itself one of
the underlying causes of the murder tendency.
Another theory presented by Brearley in his geographical
theory, was the theory he used to explain the higher criminal
homicide rates in the South compared to Northern homicide
rates. He states;
22
J. L. Gillin, The Wisconsin Murder. (Madison Wis¬




H. C, Brearley, Homicide In The United States. (New York,
Agathon Press Inc., 196‘7) ; pp. 17-21.
25
F. Hoffman, "The Increase In Murder." The Annuals of
the American Academy of Political & Social Science, 1926); 20-9.
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"The South takes pride in the tradition of the 'south¬
ern gentle.men* ready to risk his life in defense of
his hoinor."26
Henry Short states that;
When external restraints are weak, aggression generated
by frustration will be directed against self (suicide)
and when external restraints are strong aggression
generated by frustration will be directed outwardly
against another person (homicide).27
Another more relevant sociological theory of criminal
homicide is the one developed by Bullock. In his "ecological
theory", Bullock states the following;
"strategic areas of the city pull people of potentially
significant characteristics who during their leisure
time, become involved in situations of congenial
origin out of which conflicts develop and homicide
occur."28
Beyond question one of the greatest studies of criminal
homicide is that of Marvin E. Wolfgang, previously mentioned.
Working with dtata collected from the city of Philadelphia,
Pennsylvania, he made an analysis of 588 murders listed
by the police in that city between January 1, 1948 and
December 31, 1952. From his findings, Wolfgang was able to
draw several conclusions. The following is a summary
of Wolfgang's major theoretical conclusions; Criminal homicide
is largely an unplanned act; during hot summer months criminal
homicide tends to increase, but there is no significant
26
Brearley, Homicide, pp. 17-21.
27
Henry and Short, Suicide, p. 37.
2 8
Henry A. Bullock, "Urban Homicide in Theory and Fact".
Journal of Criminal Law, Criminology and Police Science,
45(January-February, 1955) ; p. 565-575.
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association either by season or by month; criminal homicide
is significantly related to days of the week and hour of
the day; criminal homicide results from such interpersonal
interactions such as vaguely defined altercations, domestic
quarrels, jealousies, arguments over money, and robbery;
when committed by or against women, homicide seems to be
more personalized; about one-quarter of the murders studied
appeared to be largely precipitated by some kind of action
or attitude on the part of the victims; suicide following
homicide is five to six times more frequent in England
29
than in the United States.
Wolfgang's main thesis is that criminal homicide is a
result of subculture of violence which does not condem.n
personal assaults as anti-social; in which quick resort
to physical aggrssion is a socially approved and expected
result of certain stimuli; and in which violence has become
a familiar and often deadly partner in life's struggles.
Wolfgang and Ferracuti states:
"Altercations that lead to homicide become symptoms of
unconscious destructive impulses laid bare in a sub¬
culture where tolerance if not encouragement of violence
is part of the normative structure.
There is no question as to the importance of Wolfgang's
study. But like all of the previously mentioned theories,
his also has it's drawbacks. Although, both timely and
befitting a true scholar , Wolfgang's study fails to pro-
29
M.E. Wolfgang, Patterns of Criminal Homicide. {London
Oxford Univeristy, Press, 1958): p.27.
^^Wolfgang and Ferracuti, Subculture, p. 162.
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vide any definite explnantion in regard to the causation
of criminal homicide.
The reader should be alerted to the fact that other
sociological theories have been suggested for the study
of criminal homicide. The ones discussed in preceding
paragraphs, however, are thought to be among the most
significant by this and other students of criminal homicide.
Throughout this paper, whenever possible, I will
continue to make references to the theoretical aspects of
criminal homicide. The following section on empirical
findings hopefully will try to assure that a theoretical
framework is scientifically adhered.
Empirical Review
This section will attempt to answer many of the
questions that naturally arise from the act of criminal
homicide. Some of the more obvious questions are; 1.
Who are those persons who commit criminal homicide? 2.
Who are the victims of acts of criminal homicide? 3.
What type of conflicts generate criminal homicide? 4.
What type of weapons are used to inflict death? 5. At
what times of the day, the week, or month of the year, are
criminal homicides most likely to occur? 7. Are there
any unusual patterns of criminal homicide distinctive
of ethnic groups, such as blacks?
24
The questions stated above and others will be answered
by utilizing the quantitative and qualitative results of
major studies of criminal homicide. Three main variables
will be considered whenever feasible. These are: race,
sex and age. Because many of the sub-topics overlap, it is
very likely that discussion of the three variables will re¬
peat themselves in other sub-topics. Once again I would
like to caution the reader that the following material is
hypothesized and not factual. Much more testing and research is
apparently needed before a factual cornerstone can be
built.
Offenders and Victims in Criminal Homicide
Most studies indicate that males are more likely to
be offenders than females. The homicide statistics for the
city of Atlanta for January to August, indicate . that this
is the case. Of 155 homicides in the period mentioned
above, 106 were committed by males.
Of a study of 636 criminal homicides made by Sensing
and Schroeder in Cleveland, Ohio, 1947 to 1953, 398 were
31
committed by males. Wolfgang also found males to be the
offender in 512 of the 588 total cases he studied in
Philadelphia.
31
R. Bensing and 0. Schroeder, Homicide In An Urban
Community, (Springfield, Ill.,;Charles C. Thomas, 1960): p.54.
32
Wolfgang, Patterns, p. 160.
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There are also some significant differences between the
total number of black male offenders and white male offenders
with respect to criminal homicide. In 1973, black males ac¬
counted for 163 offenders in criminal homicide for the city
of Atlanta, whereas, their white male counterparts committed
34 known offenses of criminal homicide for the same year.
Sensing and Schroeder also found males to contribute a
larger percentage of criminal homicides than their proportion
33
of the total population in the city of Cleveland, Ohio.
Males also make up the largest percentage of victims
in criminal homicide. Again looking at the 1973 criminal
homicide statistics for Atlanta; males comprised a total
of 207 cases of victims out of the 263 reported cases.
The FBI Uniform Crime Reports for 1973 to 1977 gives further
evidence to support this claim; males were victims of
homicide a toal of 67,738 times as compared to a total of
34
21,297 for females. Wolfgang found males to be victims
of criminal homicide a total of 427 times as opposed to
35
161 for females, in his Philadelphia study. In the study
done by Harlan in Birmingham, Alabama, 78 percent of the
3 6
500 victims of criminal homicide were males. Meyers found
3 3
Bensing and Schroeder, Homicide, p. 54.
^^FBI Uniform Crime Reports, 1973 to 1979.
35
Wolfgang, Patterns, p. 162.
3 6
Howard Harlan, "Five Hundred Homicides", Journal of
Criminal Law, 40{March-April, 1950): pp. 736-52.
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in St. Louis that of the 213 victims studied, 77 percent were
37
males. Schmid in his book, A Study of Homicide in Seattle,
1914 to 1924, found that 74 percent of the homicide victims
38
were males. In a study of 1,606 homicides in 37 countries
in New York States, 1922 to 1930, De Porte and Parkhurst
found that 77 percent of the victims were males and 23
percent were females. In yet another study done in Bir¬
mingham, Alabama, Frederick Hoffman found males the victims
39457 times compared to females 110 times. Hoffman also
studied the data for the city of New Orleans and found that
40
of 475 homicide deaths, 83 percent were males. Of the
155 homicides in Atlanta for January to August 1979, about
73 percent of the victims were males compared to about 25
41
percent female. In the city of Houston, Pokorny found
42
males to be the victims in 76 percent of the cases. A
homicide study in Chicago by Voss and Hepburn found males to
be the victim in 74 percent of the studied incidents that
37
Arthur C. Meyer Jr., "Murder and Non-Negligent
Manslaughter: A Statistical Study". Saint Louis University
Law Journal, 3(Winter, 1954): pp. 18-34.
3 8
C. Schmid, "A Study of Homicides In Seattle, 1914 to
1924". Social Forces, 4(June, 1926): PP. 745-756.
39
Hoffman, Increase, p. 26.
‘^^Ibid., p. 38.
^^Atlanta Police Departmental Reports, 1979.
42
A. D. Pokorny, "A Comparison on Homicides in Two Cities”.
Journal of Criminal Law, Criminology and Police Science,
56(December, 1965): pp. 479-87).
27
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occurred. According to the 1967 FBI Uniform Crime Re¬
ports, males were the victims in criminal homicides 3 to 1
44
compared to females.
We can also see this ratio pattern of the male/female
as victims in other countries of the world. In Hong Kong,
the ratio for males is 3.2 to 1, for females, China males,
6 60 1 for females, India males, 2,7 to 1 females, Thail-
land males, 7.8 to 1 for females, and Phillippine males,
4514.7 to 1 females- Verkko also found this pattern in his
Finland study 1943 to 1944, where only 23 females were
killed for every 100 males in criminal homicide for that
country.
It should also be noted that black males are more often
the victims of criminal homicide than white males. The
proof of this is easily pointed out in the 1973 homicide
statistics for homicide statistics for Atlanta; black males
killed other black males in 109 cases, but black males
killed white males in only 12 cases, white males slayed
other white males in 26 cases and white males slayed black
43
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male in 13 cases.
In his Philadelphia study, Wolfgang found females to
4 8be the offenders in 109 cases of 633 known offenders.
Of the 462 persons accused of criminal homicides in Cleveland
49from 1947 to 1953, only 64 or 13.9 percent were females.
The point being made here is that females in the United
States do not commit criminal homicide as often as males.
However, the proportion of female offenders are much higher
in some other countries. Sensing and Schroeder stated
that only 12 females were accused of slaying other females
50
in Cleveland from 1947 to 1953. Most studies also seem
to indicate that black females rarely kill white females and
vice-versa. Another important point is that both races
of females rarely kill males of the opposite race. In the
Cleveland study, 43 of the 52 females accused of killing
males were black. The remaining 9 were white. This study
further indicates that all of the black females were accused
of killing black males and all white females were accused
of slaying white males.
47
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A comparison of the black female offender and white
female offender data generally show that black females are
more often offenders in criminal homicide than white females.
Curtis found the ratio of black female offenders to be
5260 to 1 in comparison to white females.
It has already been established that as victims,
neither black females or white females, normally die by
the hands of another female. In 1973, Atlanta recognized
only one case of white female slaying another white female.
There were 7 cases recorded of a black female slaying another
black female in 1973 in Atlanta. As previously mentioned
there were no cases recorded of a.black female killing a
white female or vice-versa in Atlanta during 1973. The
53
total number of females slain by another female was eight.
The report in Atlanta for the same year gives a much
different picture for females slain by males. There were
a reported 43 known cases of males killing females in Atlanta
during 1973. Of the 48 female victims in Atlanta during
this time period, 42 were killed by black males. A total
of 36 of these female victims were black, and 6 were white.
Only one case of a white male killing a white female was
54
reported during 1973 in Atlanta.
The case of one white male slaying one white female
^^Ibid., p. 68.
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is a far cry from the national average. In Cleveland it
was reported that of the 98 males charged with criminally
slaying females, 29 of the offenders were white males
having killed white females. Only three black males were
charged with slaying white females, and one white male was
55
accused of killing a black female. The above data ap¬
proached the national average much more than the 1973 data
for Atlanta in respect to white males committing homicide
against white females.
Perhaps four main points can be drawn from all of the
data given concerning female offenders and victims: 1. Fe¬
males more often kill males than they do other females.
2. Females are more often killed by ipales. 3. Females
rarely kill males of a race other than their own. 4. Black
females are offender and victims in criminal homicide more
often than white females.
Most studies seem to differ on the median age classifica¬
tion of both the offender and victim in criminal homicide.
This chapter will examine as many studies as possible in
order to draw some general conclusions in respect to age
grouping in criminal homicide. It is regarded by most
scholars that Wolfgang's age grouping in his study, gives
a fairly accurate picture of the relationship of age to both
race and sex. Before considering other studies on age




summary of Wolfgang's findings on age as it relates to the
criminal homicide act.
Wolfgang found the median age for all offenders in
his study to be 31.9 years compared to a median age of
35.1 years for the victims. This suggest that the offenders
were roughly 3.2 years younger than the victims in criminal
homicide, in Philadelphia for the time period studied.
His study shows significant differences in the rates of
black and white male offenders. Both male groups show
the strongest inclination for committing criminal homicide
between age 20-24 years. The two age groups for black
male offenders with the highest rates were: 20-24 and 15-
19. The rates for the 20-24 age group was 92.5 and the
rate for the 14-19 age group was 79.2. The highest rate
for white male offenders was also found in the 20-24 year
age grouping. The rate for the white offender was only
8.2 for the 20 year age grouping. It's second highest
age grouping was 35-39, with the rate being 6.0. He also
noted that the lowest rate for black males was 7.9. Com¬
paring the lowest black male offender rate, 7.9 (age group
60-64 years) to the highest white male offender rate
8.2 (age group 20-24 years) there is a rate difference
of only 0.3 years. The main point is black males in their
early sixties in Philadelphia, from 1948 to 1952, tended to
commit criminal homicide as often as white males in their
32
early twenties.
Wolfgang also showed significant differences in the age
patterns of black female and white female offenders. The
two age periods black females were most likely to commit
a criminal slaying were, 25-29 and 3034. The two age
periods white females were most likely to commit homicide
57
slayings were 20-24, and 35-39 years of age. On the
average white female offenders were slightly younger than
black female offenders.
The average age of offenders in criminal homicide
according to Wolfgang were the following: black males
31.1, white males, 33.4, black females, 32.6, and white
females, 32,5.^^
Accordingly, Wolfgang found the median age of victims
of criminal killings to be the following; black males,
35.5, white males 31.1, and white females, 36.3. Overall
Wolfgang's data showed that the offenders are younger than
the victims in most sex-race groups. The exception is the
case of the black female. In this case the black female
offender is about 1.5 years older than the black female
victims. The greatest spread is evident in the 7.1 years




difference between the white male offender rate 33.4 and
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the white male victim rate, 40,5.
A brief summary provides the following information
about Wolfgang's study of age differences in criminal
homicide. Black males and white females tend to be younger
offenders of criminal homicide than both black females
and white males. Black females were younger victims than
any of the other age groups. White males were much older
than any other groups of victims.
The following paragraphs will give an overview of other
studies that refer to age differentials in criminal homicide.
De Porte and Parkhurst reported that the median age of
female victims of criminal homicide as 35.7 and the median
6 0
age of female victims of criminal homicide was 33.8.
Dublin and Bungel clearly showed that female victims had
their highest incidents of criminal homicide in the 20-24
year age groups. Male victims had their highest rate be-
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tween ages 25-34. In a five year study of 475 homicides
in New Orleans, it was shown that the median age of the
male victims was 31.6 and the median age of the female
6 2
victims was 30.1. In Birmingham, Harlan found the fe¬
male victims* average age to be 29.4 and the males* average
^^Ibid., p. 170.
V. De Port and Elizabeth Parkhurst, Homicide
In New York State, 1921-1930", Human Biology, 7(February,
1935): pp. 45-73.
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age 35.5. In keeping with the accepted theory that the
average age of offenders is normally one that is younger
than that of the victim. Meyer from his St, Louis
study states;
"fewer teenagers are victims than assailants in criminal
homicide, The greatest number of persons among the
victims are found in the 30 to 40 age group, while
the 20 to 30 age group produces the greatest numerical
offenders.
Conflict Cultivating in Criminal Homicide
The subtopic presented will discuss both empirical
and theoretical findings as to the types of situations out
of which humans criminally and violently kill other hxamans.
This subtopic will concern itself primarily with motives,
interpersonal relationships, and victim precipitation in
criminal homicides.
According to Henry Bullock, the three most frequent
patterns of conflict resulting in criminal homicide are:
1. arguments originating out of a variety of situations
(simply stated-quarrels of mostly a petty nature). 2..love
triangles produced by jealousy between friends, and 3.
marital discords made more accute by some specific moment.
The first of Bullock's suggestions was that patterns pro¬
bably occur in the heat of an argument, when alcohol is
present and when now the ego is present, or manhood or
womanhood is threatened. The second condition, the love
^^Harlan, Five, p. 756.
^^Meyer, Murder, p. 37.
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triangle, usually involves a legally married spouse, or a
common-law mate, being slain by a mate or a third party.
The last pattern suggested by Bullock, marital discord, tends to
contain a history of a spouse, or a mate working on the
patience and nerves of the offender. This type of criminal
homicide is committed when the offender-mate views the vic¬
tim-mate as an intolerable problem. The offender mate kill .
to rid themselves of this seemingly unbearable pest. More
often than not, the act is committed when the offender-
mate is under the influence of alcohol.
Contrary to popular belief, people all over the world
have a tendency to commit criminal homicide for the same
basic reasons. This brings the discussion to the topic of
motives in criminal homicide. Because the term motive is
usually defined by some third party (homicide investigator,
witness, on the scene police officer). It is difficult to
assess what the true motive is in may criminal homicide
cases. Also most city police departments and crime re¬
porting agencies have different classifications of motives.
Many of the motives in these classifications systems over¬
lap with one another. This is another area in the study of
criminal homicide, where one standard classification re¬
porting system should be employed. Not only do police de¬
partments and other law inforcement agencies have different
classifications of motives, but so do most social scientists
^^Bullock, Urban, p. 573.
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who study criminal homicide.
In his book, Criminal Violence, Curtis reports the
motives of criminal homicide where for 17 major United States
cities, for 1967; 1. Altercations comprise 53.7 percent of
the motives, 2. Robbery, 8;8 percent, 3. Family quarrels,
7.7 percent, and jealousy, 4.4 percent. He further con¬
cludes that: (a). white males were killed in proportionately
more situations starting out as a robbery, than white fe¬
males or blacks, (b). females as victims were much more
likely than males to be in killings brought on by family
quarrels, and (c). that less than 5 percent of all homicides
in the United States are premeditated.
F. Tennyson Jesse asserted that murder motives fell
into six chief categories: murder for gain, revenge,elimination,
6 7
jealousy, the lust of killing and from conviction.
Wolfgang outlines the five major motives for criminal
homicide as, general altercations - 41 percent of all
males were killed as a result of an altercation more often
than for any simple reason. Black female offenders nearly
five times more frequent than white female offenders committed
homicide during an altercation; family or domestic quarrels -
domestic quarrels were responsible for more deaths among fe¬
males than any other motive, and proportionately over twice
6 6
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as frequently as among males; jealousy - nearly three times
as many blacks than whites were victims of jealousy assault.
Proportionately almost twice as many black males (12 per¬
cent) as white males (2 percent), and almost twice as many
black females (23 percent) as white females (14 percent)
were killed due to jealousy; altercations over money- three
times as many blacks (13 percent) as whites (4 percent),
and twice as many males (12 percent) as females (6 percent)
were killed in this type of altercation. In over 95 percent
of these type altercations, which usually occurred while
some gambling activity was taking place. With the amont
of money involved usually being less than ten dollars;
Robbery - nine times as many whites were victims of homicide
involving robbery than blafeks. More clearly in this factor
is 24 percent of the white males compared to only 2 percent
of black males killed when robbery was a primary motive
C O
leading to criminal homicide.
The motive classification system utilized by the
Atlanta Police Department for 1973 showed the five leading
motives to be; domestic, 76.2 percent, sudden anger, 50.3
percent, robbery, 29.4 percent, drinking argument, 28.5
G 9
percent and jealousy 28.5 percent.
To further understand the conflict that culminates in
6 8
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criminal homicide, general consideration must be given
to interpersonal relationships among victims and offenders.
Great poets and thinkers throughout the ages have long
recognized the fact that a person can both love and kill
the object of their desire. Perhaps this is not more in
evidence than with respect to the grevious act of criminal
homicide. Studies on the subject of interpersonal re¬
lationships, generally break down into two major cate¬
gories. The two categories are primary relationships and
non-primary relationships. Primary relationships consist
mainly of those involving family friends, acqaintances and
paramours (even homosexual lovers). Non-primary relationships
involve strangers, sex rivals,enemies, and even innocent by¬
standers. Close friends and family associations or relatives
are the two primary relationships that normally account for the
majority of interpersonal relationships induced criminal
homicide. Acqaintances, strangers and lovers account for a
third of all other type of relationships in criminal homicide.
A social breakdown indicates that white victims were
most often killed by a relative, and black victims by a
close friend. Von Hentig gives a very good generalization
as to the interpersonal relationship of male victims and
female victims of criminal homicide. He states;
"We must say that when a man is found murdered we
should first look for his acqaintances; When a
woman is killed, for her relatives, mainly the
husband (legal or common-law), and after that her
39
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paramour, present or past,"
Probably in no other major crime is the idea of
victim precipitation thought to exist more than in
criminal homicide; except perhaps in criminal assault.
Victim precipitation simply defined is the victim's action
provoking directly, or indirectly his or her death , as a
responce. The victim normally directs some type of act of
physical assault or the oral threat of physical assault
against the potential offender. The major problem for law
enforcers and researchers with the definition of victim pre¬
cipitation is that, like motives, the actual determination of
the number of criminal homicides occurring from this type
of situation rests upon the testament of third party
Cwitness, arresting officers, offender, or even the victim
if they live long enough to give any information),
Curtis reported that victim precipitation was lowest
(6 percent) when the offender was black and the victim was
71
white. This pattern seemed fairly common in integrated
72
criminal homicides." Some of the characteristics that in4
dicate significantly higher proportions of victims and of¬
fenders in precipitated homicides, are: 1. Blacks are more
often both victims and offenders in these type of homicides.
"^^Hans Von Hentig, "The Criminality of the Negro".
Journal of Law, Criminality and Police Science, 30 (January-
February, 1940): pp. 662-680.
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2. Males are generally the victims in these type of ho¬
micides. 3. Females are normally the offenders.
4. Stabbing is the most prevailing method in inflicting
death in victim precipitated homicides. 5. Interpersonal
relationships show spouse or mate as the slayer in these
type of homicides. 6. The husband is usually the victim.
7. Alcohol is frequently involved in victim precipitated
homicides, with the victim most often uner the influence
of alcohol.
Methods and Weapons used to Slay in Criminal Homicide
This area deals with two main factors in the study of
criminal homicide. The first main factors are the methods
used to slay in criminal homicide. In non-specific terms,
methods refer to the procedures or techniques employed in the
criminal homicide act. Examples of methods in criminal
homicides are; shooting, stabbing, beating, strangulation,
and drwning. The other main factors examined here are
weapons. Weapons refer to any instrument used in a
physical altercation. Examples of weapons were; handguns,
rifles, shotguns, knives, axes, and fists.
The Cleveland study correlated very much with the
national data methods in criminal homicide. Shootings were
employed in 55.2 percent of the deaths. Ranked second were
cuttings or stabbings. Beatings ranked third - these were
73
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beatings with a blunt instument and manual assaults.
The above is basically the universal ranking of methods
with the exception of Wolfgang. His ranking methods were:
stabbing, shooting, beating, and others.
The study in Philadelphia further details that the
leading method used to slay white victims classed as beat¬
ings (42 percent). He also indicated that blacks were
rarely stabbed to death. Still another apparent data in¬
dicator was that: almost twice as many female offenders
used stabbing as a method (64 percent), as were killed by
stabbing (34 percent) and, only 3 percent of female offend¬
ers committed criminal homicide by beatings, where as, 23
75
percent of female victims were slain in this fashion.
With regards to the type of weapon used in criminal
homicide, most studies support the general theory that
firearms are most often used in committing this crime. How¬
ever, it should be mentioned here that Wolfgang's data does
not support this theory. Time will not permit an indepth
analysis as to why the conclusions of his data yielded
different results from the general theory.
Hoffman's data from the book. The Homicide Problem,
states that 62 percent of all males and 53 percent of all
7 6
females studied, were slain by firearms. Schmid noted
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an extremely high, proportion of criminal homicides re¬
sulting from the use of fireaimis in Seattle, Washington.
In a study done in New Jersey, Frankel reported that one-
half of the 1,816 criminal homicides committed between
1925 and 1934, were by firearms.
Temporal Patterns in Criminal Homicide
The temporal patterns in criminal homicide is an ex¬
amination of homicide by using data based on empirical
findings for a total number of criminal homicides per month,
days, and hour of the day. First it should be stated by this
researcher that no significant seasonal patterns exist in
the study of criminal homicide. Some fairly significant
studies of the relationship between the season and the crime
have been done by Lombroso and Ferri. However, these studies
do not give any relevant correlation between criminal
homicide and the four seasons of the year. Brearley pretty
wll summed up my observations of seasonality and criminal
homicide. He states:
"Temperative trends may affect the seasonal distribu¬
tion of homicide in the United States in the opinion
of some. The relationship may actually exist, but
the evidence already present does not lend much
support to this conclusion.
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The Philadelphia study showed some interesting con¬
clusions in terms of temporal patterns in criminal homicide.
More blacks were killed during September than any other month.
May was the highest month in which whites were the vic¬
tims, The month of May was also the month in which more
males were killed. The month of August was the month more
79
males and females were killed. The reader should keep in
mind that the data quoted above is for the city of Philadel¬
phia only. Even after looking at the data in Chicago,
St, louis, Atlanta, Seattle, New Orleans, Birminghan and
Houston, I still did not notice any significant seasonal
patterns. The only significant statement that can be made
in regard to criminal homicide and seasonality is that,
most studies do show an increase in homicide during the
warmer months. But the rate of increase is varied in terms
of what months have the highest rate.
There is a very definite correlation between criminal
homicide and certain days of the week. The highest rates
in criminal homicide correlate- significantly with Fridays,
Saturdays and Sundays in most studies. There are many
theories that attempt to explain why these three days have
the highest rates of criminal homicide. Sensing and
Schroeder's theory is one of the better ones:
"Fridays and Saturdays are traditional pay days.
Money and leisure increase the number of social
79
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contacts. As a result, the chance of personal vio¬
lence is greater. In addition money and leisure
time are condusive to drinking of alcohol which also
increase the chance of violence.
In concluding, it is appropritate to briefly sight
Wolfgang's major findings on the topic of criminal homicide
and days of the week. First he discovered that black males
were the victims and offenders more frequently on Saturdays
than any other day of the week. Black females and white males
were also victimized most frequently on Saturdays. But, the
white females in his study were slain more frequently on
Thursdays. Wolfgang noted that other investigators had
also noted:
"Criminal homicide had their highest rates of occurrence
on Friday, Saturday and Sunday. The lowest rates
of occurrence were found on Tuesdays.81
Henry and Short in their book. Homicide and Suicide,
would agree very readily with Wolfgang's Thesis.
Henry and Short would be quick to point out that al¬
though very few homicides occurred on Tuesdays, a great many
suicides occured on Saturdays. They sought to explain their
82
hypothesis through psychological and economical factors.
But because of this paper's committment to a sociological
examination of criminal homicide, Henry and Short's theory
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will not be explained any further.
Not only is there a significant relationship between
criminal homicide and certain days of the week, but there
is also a significant relationship between criminal ho¬
micides and certain hours of the day. In the well received
paper, "Urban Homicide in Theory and Fact", Bullock found
that of the 489 cases studied most took place between the
following hours:
137 of the homicides occured between 6;00 and 9;59 P.M.,
120 occured between 10:00 and 12:00 midnight.83
Lynn Curtis'snational survey concluded that the time
period between 4 p.m. and 4 a.m. hosted the most criminal
84
homicides and assaults. Wolfgang observed that the most
O C
lethal hours are between 8:00 p.m. and 2:00 a.m. He was
also clearly aware of the idea that most weekend homicides
were committed during the social time spaa.
"Usually a homicide occurring during the first few
hours of a day is the culmination of factors begun
the previous evening."86
Location of Occurence in Criminal Homicide
The socio-theoretical data on where criminal homicides
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occur most often is pretty much the same in all of the
major studies. In the United States it is widely known that
more criminal homicides occur in the home, than any
other single place. Generally speaking, more females are
victims in the home than males.
Once inside the home, the three major locations are
the living room, bedroom, and kitchen. Criminal homicide is
unique when it occurs in each of the above mentioned rooms.
The most noticeable factors concerning a slaying in the
living room is that the firearm is used more often than any
other weapon and alcohol is present in a significant number
of cases. A criminal homicide that occurs in the bedroom
tends to follow these observable patterns: (a). females
are usually the victims, (b). the offender is normally
male, and (c). the method of employing death is generally
manual assault. Five main patterns tend to occur in
Kitchen homicides: the offender is almost always a female,
the victim is usually a male, the victim has usually pre¬
cipitated the killing, the method used to cause death is
generally cutting or stabbing and the victim was under the
influence of alcohol, more often than not at the time of
occurence.
Next to the occurence in the home, criminal homicides
occur more often in the street. The most readily observable
pattern is that both offender and victim are nrmally males in
street homicides. The Atlanta data for 1973 confirms the pre
47
ceeding inforraation of criminal homicide occurence. The
Atlanta data states the following in regard to the location
of criminal homicide.
Committed in the home 163, committed on the street,
74, committed in place of business, 26.^^
Criminal Homicide Among Blacks
Most of the iraportantquantitative data has been presented
concerning blacks and criminal homicide throughout this
paper. However, it was felt by this researcher that any
study of criminal homicide is incomplete without a closer evl-
uation of this phenomenon and how it affects black americans.
Criminal homicide ranks as one of the leading causes of
death among blacks in this country. It reduces black male
expectation of life at birth by about a year and a half, and
actually causes a greater loss of years of life expected
8 8
than cancer. Statistics show that in 1977, 5,734 blacks
died from criminal homicide in the United States. This
figure 5,734 was more than the total number of black killed
89
during the entire nine year Vietnam War. Criminal Homicide
is like an epidemic among young black males. Most young black
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male victims are slain, not by white racists or members of
the Ku Klux Klan, but unfortunately ty other young black
males.
Poussaint in his book, Way Blacks Kill Blacks, pro-
posed the following theory:
”It is an ugly fact that the American culture experience
has taught us that crime and violence is a way to suc¬
cess and manhood. Television and movie folklore re-in¬
force the popular conception that problems can an must
be solved by violence. It is a rare occasion when the
"good groups" do not triumph over the "bad guys" either
by naming or killing them.^l
In keeping with this socio-cultural theory as an ex¬
planation for the high criminal homicide rate among blacks,
.Bohannon states:
"It is obvious that homicide rates among American Negroes
are several times as high as those among African Negroes.
If it needed stressing, here is overwhelming evidence that
it is cultural and not biological factors which make for
high homicide rates among American Negroes."92
Regardless of the theory employed, the fact remains that
the problem of blacks killing blacks is one of major concern.
In 1974 it was shown that homicide was the fourth leading
cause of death among blacks. Exceeded only by major cardio¬
vascular diseases, malignant neoplasms and accidents. All
of the reported cases of infectious diseases put together.
^^Ibid., p. 116.
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took a lesser death toll than did criminal homicide on
93
Black Americans in 1974.
Wolfgang found criminal homicide rate for black
male victims (36.9) to be about thirteen times greater
than the rate for white males (29.9), and the rate for blakk
females (9.6) was nearly ten times greater than for white
females (1.0). The rate for black male offenders (41.7) is
twelve times greater than the rate for white male offenders
(3.4), but is only four times greater than the black female
offenders (9.3) is tweny-three times greater than the rate for
white females (0.4).
Criminal homicide is no simply a major problem for
black males, but it is also a critical problem for black
females as well. When comparing the data on black females
with that of white males, some very significant results appear.
The offender rate for black females according to Wolfgang,
was (9.3) for white males it was (3.4). This means that the
rate which black females were offenders, compared to white
males was nearly three times as great. The same can be
said when comparing the black female victim to the white
male victim. The rate difference is 6.7 meaning black fe¬
males are the victims of criminal homicide 6.7 times more
94
often than white males.
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Review of Atlanta Studies
The previous section of this literature review dealt
basically with criminal homicide studies done in other ma¬
jor cities throughout the United States. Also included
were several references from various Atlanta Police Annual
Reports. This was done to simply show obvious similarities
and differences between Atlanta and other metropolitan areas
with regards to criminal homicide.
The following paragraphs will deal exclusively with the
most recent and relevant studies of homicide in Atlanta to
date. Again, because of certain limitations, only the ma¬
jor findings of each of the chosen studies will be presented
and discussed in this section.
The following unknown reasons, there have been very few
studies of homicide in Atlanta conducted. In fact, only
four of any major substance have been done within the past
few years. The above referred to are the four that have been
chosen for review in this study. They are; 1. "Homicide
Trends In Atlanta", by Robert Munford ., et al. , 2.
"Spatial Aspects of Homicide In The City of Atlanta 1958-
1962 And 1968-1972", by Sharen Carlson , 3. "Homicide
In Atlanta Incidence, Patterns And Policy Consequences",
by David Rivers , and 4. "Homicide And Social Conditions
In the City of Atlanta,,1958-1962", by James Imes.
The major findings of Munford and his fellow researchers
were among the most informative of the four Atlanta studies.
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They found that homicide in Atlanta occured with highest
incidence to males 20-59 years of age, regardless of race
in both periods studied, 1961-1962 and 1971-1972. With
regards to firearms they found that firearms were used in
48 percent of homicides of whites in 1961-1962, and in 74
percent in 1971-1972. For blacks, firearms were used in
62 percent of the homicides in 1961-1962 and in 77 percent
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in 1971-1971. Another interesting fact of criminal ho¬
micide that they examined was interracial homicide in
Atlanta:
Although interracial homicides accounted for a small
percentage of the total cases studied in each time
period, the rate of interracial homicide increased
significantly from 1961-1962 to 1971-1972. One white
was killed by a black in 1961-1962 (rate of 0.02),
whilte 20 whites were killed by blacks in 1971-1972
(rate 0.05). No blacks were killed by whites in
1961-1962, but 6 blacks were killed by whites in 1971-
1972) (rate of 0.2).97
The thesis done in 1972 by Imes also reveal.3d some
interesting statistical information about homicide in
Atlanta. According to him, males far exceed females in
criminal homicide, both as victims and offenders. Males
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were victims in 75 percent of the cases. ])Iales were
also offenders in 73 of the 383 criminal homicide cases.
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R. S. Munford, "Homicide Trends In Atlanta", et al




J- Douglas Imes, "Homicide And S6cial Conditions In
The City of Atlanta, 1958-1962", Thesis. GSU, 1972): p. 79.
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The distribution by race and sex categories revealed inter¬
esting points of difference. Black males comprise 76 percent
of black victims and 70 percent of the black population in
Atlanta. White males comprised 71 percent of white victims
90 percent of the white offenders, but 47 percent of the
white population in Atlanta. In essence, race and sex
differences demonstrated that blacks and males play a large
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part in the homicide drama. According to Imes, shooting
was the most prevalent means of inflicting death during
the period 1958-1962.^^® Also during the period studied
by Imes, he found that most of the criminal homicides (76.8
percent) occured on a weekend, with Saturday having the
highest number of murdeis.- In summarizing he states:
Criminal homicide in Atlanta during the five year
period was highly intraracial with only ten inter¬
racial homicides.102
In the thesis done by Rivers inl975, he found the
following concerning homicide in Atlanta: Of the total
homicides that occured in Atlanta during 1972, 194 or 82
percent of the total victims were also black whereas only
43 or 18 percent of the total offenders were white and






white.179 or 75.5 percent of the total homicides in
Atlanta during 1972 were committed by blacks against blacks
Cintra-racial) and 35 or 14.8 percent were whites against
whites. Blacks committed only 8 homicides against blacks in
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1972. In Atlanta during 1972, 192 or 81 percent of
the victims were males, whereas, only 45 or 19 percent
of the victims were females. Handguns were used in 163
or 69 percent of the total homicides in Atlanta during 1972.
Rifles, knives, beatings and poisonings were used in 72 or
31 percent of the total cases.
The last Atlanta study that will be reviewed in this
section is the thesis done by Sharen Carlson in 1978. Her
thesis dealt with two time periods, 1958-1962 and 1968-1972.
Three primary facts arose from this study;1). The distance an assailant traveled to kill his
victim was shorter in Atlanta than in Houston, TX.2). The mean assailant occurence distance decreased in
Atlanta from 1960 to 1970.3). The center of gravity of homicides did not notice¬
ably move from 1960 to 1970.^*^^
^^^David E. Rivers, "Homicide In Atlanta Incidence,
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This thesis follows the same principles in methodology
used by many sociologists and criminologists in their studies
of criminal behavior. The method is known as the descriptive
approach to the study of sociological phenomenon.
I decided to use this method because of my committment
to the ideal that all persons (laymen and prefessional)
should understand crime in their communities. I feel that
too many studies are geared to inform only professional
people, and not the average person on the street. Only when
people are educated to criminal homicide gehaviors will they
seriously react to help curtail them.
The socio-descriptive approach entails the precise
measurement and reporting of the characteristics of some
population or phenomenon under study. One of the major
purposes of this approach is to simply describe situations
and events. It is also the nature of socio-decriptive re¬
search to discover facts and to describe social reality as
it relates to criminal behavior. The soci-descriptive
approach also involves taking a specific criminal activity
and examining descriptively as many of its social character¬
istics as possible. The evaluation of patterns, regularities
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and uniformities are all necessary tools in a study of
this type.
Since the objective of this research is to simply de¬
scribe the sociological drama of criminal homicide in
Atlanta for the years 1969 to 1979, no complex statistical
techniques are employed in this work. Percentages, totals and
other basic quantitative techniques will be utilized in
order to condense and summarize the mass of data into a
fom that will be more easily comprehended. Tables, graphs
and isopeth maps will also be used to provide a systematic
arrangement of the data. The socio-descriptive approach
uses as its foundation the method of qualifying qualitative
data (data that are not in numerical form) into quatitative
data (data in numerical form).
Collection of Atlanta Data
Throughout this study the analysis of criminal homicide
is based only on police data. Data for this research project
was collected at the Atlanta police headquarters, located
at 175 Decatur Street, Atlanta, Georgia. This research was
initiated in 1979, and its purpose was to analyze criminal
homicide occurring in the Atlanta area under the jurisdiction
and power of the Atlanta police department. All homicides
committed within corporate city limits of Atlanta form
January 1, 1969 to December 31, 1979, were photocopied from
the annual log books maintained by the Atlanta Homicide
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Division.
Important demographic information secured from the
volumnious raw data, supplied by the homicide annual log
books, included: race, both sex and age of most victims and
offenders; decription of the weapon used; place where the
offense occurred; date and time of the slaying; motive as
recorded by police authorities; description of the events
leading up to the offense. Again it should be stressed that
the aforementioned information was fairly consistently
maintained throughout the annual log books. Other relevant
information such as; interpersonal relationships, presence
of alcohol, disposition of the offender, time interval be¬
tween assault and death, and description of the events
leading to the homicide were provided by the annual log
books for some years, but not consistently throughout the
study period. In spite of not being privy to the names or
addresses of any of the victims or offenders in criminal
homicide in Atlanta, I still think that enogh raw data was
provided to ensure that the characteristics of criminal
homicide could be adequately analyzed.
Because it was extremely difficult to locate and gain
access to court files, and because only some of the offenders
appeared before the courts, it was decided to rely on the
information supplied by the Atlanta police. Other reasons
influenced the desicion to use police data rather than court
reports, prison statistics, or coroner's reports.
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Court records fail to include homicides involving
cases where the offender committed suicide and hence, never
came to the attention of the court. Also, cases classified
as unsolved in police files, or that involve suspects who
are fugitives are not generally found in court statistics.
Prison statistics are useful to determine the prison
population of those inmates who committed criminal homicide
and perhaps to aid in the collection of detailed pschologi-
cal interviews and case histories. But prison records are
simply the residue of homicide cases after a high percentage
have been lost in the judicial process. Some defendants are
found not guilty, the legally insane are committed to
special institutions, and a few commit suicide after the
trial or before being committed to a state prison. Also
factors of social class as well as race influence the
ability of the plainiff to be adequately represented and
defended for the crime of criminal homicide. Thus, prison
data does not always reflect the actual number of offenses
committed, also many of the homicides are lost because of
racist administration of justice.
Coroner's reports often lack details of the offense-and
the investigation which police data provides, and generally
do not follow a case through to ultimate disposition after
the inquest has established the fact of homicide. No in¬
formation on the events leading to the homicide, the criminal
record of the victim or offender, or other valuable socio¬
logical data are given in coroner's reports.
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The Atlanta police statistics used in the present re¬
search have several important advantages. They include
data on the initial investigation and therefore provide
a more comprehensive and valid description of the act of
criminal homicide and the characteristics of both the vic¬
tim and the offender, than any other data source. Thus,
criminal homicides known to the Atlanta police, investigated
recorded and procedurally followed through to conclusion,
provide the best index of the amount and nature of this
offense for the city of Atlanta, for the study period afore¬
mentioned.
In spite of the advantages of the Atlanta police
statistics, one should not overlook thier limitations, Be-
for engaging in an indepth discussion of the limitations of
the Atlanta police data, I think it proper to deal with the
systematic conflict that the terminology "criminal homicide"
implies (which is also a limitation of the use of police
data in general). Legally speaking, no homicide is criminal
unless so deemed by a court of law.
The Atlant police recognize all slayings as criminal
except, accidental killings (where the offender was not
involved in an unlawful act), (2). unintentional traffic
mishaps, (3). excusable homicides, and (4). justifiable
homicides. Although the above mentioned type of homicides
are not criminal, they were all recorded in the annual log
books maintained by the Atlanta police.
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Most of them were usually clearly labeled as being
non-criminal with the exception of the justifiable homicides .
T-he process of determining if a homicide was justifiable in
many instances was a problem for me based on the way some
of them were recorded in the annual log books. It was also
discovered by me that some court dispositions were re¬
corded by the Atlanta police less accurately (or not at all)
than perhaps the court themselves might report. Becasue of
the way some justifiable homicides were recorded or not
recorded, the validity of this study suffers. I honestly
cannot determine if my total number of criminal homicides
is one-hundred percent correct.
In order to assure that I came as close to the actual
number of criminal homicides, I made certain to exclude any
and all homicides labeled justifiable. Again, however, I
do not think that the Atlanta police has maintained their
annual log books as accurately as they should have. There
are a number of ommissions in the individual cases recorded
in the annual log books. I am certain that some information
could not be obtained, but other information not recorded
should have been present.
One can only speculate as to why vital information was
not included, or omitted altogether from the annual log books.
Regardless of the reasons, these omissions are considered by
me to be the greatest limitation of the Atlanta police data.
Another limitation of the Atlanta police data lies in the
fact that it is raw data representative of only one community
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Any observations and/or generalizations forthcoming from this
thesis apply only to Atlanta, Georgia and for the time
period January 1, 1969 to December 31, 1979. All general¬




OF THE ATLANTA POLICE DATA
In most homicide research, analysis is based on either
victims or offenders. In the present study, both victims
and offenders will be examined together and separately
Significant^differences noted between victims and offenders
have indicated that many generalizations about criminal
homicide should not be made from analysis of the one alone,
and that inferences about the one should not be derived
from analysis of the other. It is hoped that this chapter
will add to our knowledge of the nature and patterns of
criminal homicide by describing important factors in the
dynamic interaction between the victim and the offender.
The present analysis of criminal homicide begins with
a general perspective of the number of criminal homicides
per year in Atlanta, 1969 to 1979, then moves into broad
race and sex differences noted among both victims and
offenders. The age variable is then examined relative to
the previous race and sex differentials. Analysis then pro¬
ceeds through temporal patterns, methods of inflicting death,
weapons used to slay victims, motives, husband-wife homicides,
theinterpersonal relationships between victim and offender.
and sex and race relationships. This process of beginning
with a broad general basis and building up to increasing
specificity of social attributes and variables related to
criminal homicide, requires repetition of many terms, phrases
and ideas in order to maintain clarity and simplicity.
Throughout this chapter the analysis of criminal ho¬
micide is made only on the basis of the Atlanta police data.
Because of omission in some of the files, certain information
is not complete for categories. Whenever omissions are found
the letters N.G. will appear in tables to indicate that the
information was not given in the Atlanta police files.
Number of Homicides Per Year in Atlanta, 1969-1979
Table 1 shows the number of criminal homicides occurring
each year during this eleven year period. The average for
the period is approximately 205 criminal homicides per year,
with a range from a low of 138 deaths in 1977, to a high
of 263 in 1973. Upon the basis of the highest consecutive
yearly total of the years 1970, 1971, 1972, 1973, and 1974,
led all other years with a combined total of 1,238 criminal
homicides, compared to 1,025 criminal homicides for the
combined total for 1969, 1975, 1976, 1977, 1978 and 1979.
As previously mentined, 1977 recorded only 138 criminal
homicides for that year, the lowest of any year during the
study period. This was not the lowest in the history of the
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Complied by the author from the Atlanta Police
Annual Police Reports, 1969-1979.
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1921 produced the lowest yearly number of criminal ho¬
micides (37), To date, the highest number of yearly
criminal homicides are known to have occurred in 1973 (263),
which is included in this study period.
Race and Sex Differences
The most obvious feature in the comparison of race and
sex distributions in criminal homicide in Atlanta, is the
extent to which black exceed whites as victims and as of¬
fenders in absolute numbers. Another interesting comparison
is the extent which males exceed females both among victims
and offenders. In this thesis, all racial references are
made to blacks, whites, other (any racial group other than
blacks or whites), and unknown (race of victim and offender
was not known by the Atlanta police). Because the race of
the victim is fairly obvious, or easily obtainable, only
one such case is considered unknown by the Atlanta police
department. This is not the case with offenders. Many
offenders are not known, or have not been apprehended by
the Atlanta police, therefore, the unknown group of of¬
fenders unknown is higher than the unknwon victim group.
In spite of the unkown totals, it is felt that enough known
data is provided so that a fair assesment can be made re¬
garding the phenomenon of criminal homicide in Atlanta.
Table 2 presents the actual picture of criminal ho¬
micide by race of all victims involved. Of the 2,263
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victims, 1754, or 77,5 percent of the victims were black.
Blacks showed their greatest victimization totals in 1973,
when 209 blacks were killed in Atlanta. The lowest year for
black victims was 1977, when lo3 blacks were killed. There
were no discernible patterns of build-ups for blacks as victims
occurred in 1972 (200), 1973 (209), and 1974 (188). The
three low years for black victimization occurred in 1976
(127), 1977 (103), and 1978 (107).
Of the 1,754 black victims, 1,398 or 79.7 percent
of the black victims were black males. Black males showed their
largest absolute nximber of victimization in 1972 (164) and
the smallest absolute number in 1977 (81). Whereas, the
1977 (81) victims compare to the low for all black victims
1977 tlOS), the high of 164 in 1972 did not compare to the
high of 1973 (209) for all black victims. Black male vic¬
timization patterns follow the pattern of all black victims
in that no discernible patterns of build-ups are observable.
More than any other three year period, blacks (males) were
killed in 1970 (156), 1972 (164), and 1973 (163). Black
males were victims of criminal homicide least often in
1976 (97), 1977 (81), and 1978 (83).
Black females made up 356 or 20.3 percent of the 1,754
black victims of criminal homicide in Atlanta. Black fe¬
males showed 1973 as the year they were most often killed
(46). The low for black females occurred in 1969, when
18 black females were slain. Like black males, black fe-
TABLE 2
CRIMINAL HOMICIDE BY RACE AND SEX





Kro wnTL Male Female TL Male Female TL Male Female TL
1969 175 149 26 140 122 18 35 27 8 —,
1970 242 199 43 190 156 34 52 43 9 — —
1971 230 189 41 175 142 33 55 44 11 — —
1972 255 208 47 200 164 36 55 47 8 — —
1973 263 210 53 209 163 46 54 44 7 — —
1974 248 191 57 188 147 41 60 j 30 16 — —
1975 185 142 43 147 112 35 38 22 8 — —
1976 155 119 36 127 97 30 28 31 6 — —
1977 138 112 26 103 81 22 35 23 4 — —
1978 143 106 37 107 83 24 36 46 13 — —
1979 229 179 49 168 131 37 57 47 11 3 -1—
Total 2263 1804 458 1754 1398 356 505 404 101 3 1
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males did not show any patterns of a build-up from year to
year. The three years in which black females were killed most
often were; 1973 (46), 1974 (41), and 1979 (37). Black
females were criminal homicide victims less often in 1969
(18), 1977 (22), and 1978 (24).
Of the 2,263 victims, 505 or 22.3 percent were white.
Whites were killed most in 1974, when 60 were killed that
year. Fewer criminal homicides were recorded for whites
in 1976, when 28 were killed. Like black victims, white
victims didn't show any pattern increase of victimization
from year to year. The lowest three year period for whites
as victims occurred in 1969 (35), 1976 (28), and 1977 (35).
The highest three year period discovered for white victims
occurred in 1971 (55), 1972 (55) and 1974 (60).
White males made up about 80.0 percent of the 505
white victims of criminal homicide in Atlanta. White males
were killed most often in 1971 and 1973, both showing 47 as
the total number of white male victims. White males show¬
ed a low in 1976, when 22 white males were killed. The
highest three year total for white males occurred in 1971
(47, 1973 (47, and 1979 (46). There were no observable
patterns of a year to year build-up with respect to white
criminal homicide victims.
White females made up 101, or 20.0 percent of the 505
white victims. White females showed a high of 16 in 1974,
and a low of 4 in 1977. Like other racial victim groups.
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white females did not show any regularities in terms of a
year to year build-up. The three highest years of white
female victimization occurred in 1972 (11), 1974 (16), and
1978 (13). The year 1979, also indicated that 11 white
females were killed. The low for the study showed, with
regards to white females were: 7 in 1973, 6 in 1976, and
4 in 1977.
There were only 3 victims in the other category, with
males accounting for 2 and a female accounting for 1 vic-
time. All three other victims were killed in 1979. The
only unknown victim was also recorded in 1979.
Examinations of Table 2 also show significant data on
the association between criminal homicide and sex. Although
sex mentioned in the discussion of victims and their
racial groups, the primary focus was on the race. This
section will concern itself with sex differences among
victims, and it will conclude with a race-sex comparison
of victims of criminal homicide in Atlanta.
Of the 2,263 victims, 1804 or 79.7 percent were males.
Males (black, white and other) showed a high of 210 victims
in 1973, and a low of lo6 victims in 1978. There was no
year to year consistent build-up for the study period with
respect to male victims. Male victims showed highs in 1970
(199), 1972 (208) and 1973 (210). The lowest male victim
total occurred in 1976 (119), 1977 (112), and 1978 (106_.
Females made up 458 or about 20.3 percent of 2,263
total victims. Females (Black, white, and other) showed
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a high of 57 victims in 1974, and a low of 26 victims in
1969 and 1977. Again, no build-up patterns were evident among
female victims from year to year. The three year high for
female victims were 53 in 1973, 57 in 1975, and 49 in
1979. The three year low for female victims were; 26 in 1969,
36 in 1976, and 26 in 1977.
In 2,263 criminal homicide events, 77.5 percent in¬
volved a black victim, while in 22,3 percent of the cases
the victims were white. It appears that blacks in Atlanta
are about three times as likely to be victimized by criminal
homicides than whites. Blacks were killed less often in
1977 (103), compared to 1976 (28) for whites. Whites were
more often victims of criminal homicides in 1974 (60), com¬
pared to 1973 (209) for blacks.
Of the 2,263 total victims, black males were victims
in 1,398 cases (61.8) compared to white males, 404 cases
17.8 percent. Black males were victims of criminal homicide
better than three times the ratio for which white males were
the victims. White males showed a high for victims in 1971
and 1973 (both years showed 47 white males being slain)
compared to a high of 164 in 1972 for black male victims.
The low for black male victims occurred in 1977 (81) com¬
pared to 22 in 1976 for white male victims.
In 2,263 criminal homicides, 15.7 percent involved
a black female victim, while in 4.5 percent of the cases,
the victims were white females. Black females were criminal
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homicide victims better than three times more than white
females in Atlanta. More white females were killed in
1974 (16), compared to the high for black females, 46 in
1973. The lowest total for black females per year, 18 in'
1969, was still higher than the highest total in 1974 (16),
for white female victims.
Comparing the male/female data found in Table 2, we
find that of the 2,263 victims, 1,804 (79.7 percent) were
males, while 458 (20.3) were females. Males were victims
of criminal homicide three times more often than females.
In conclusion, it may be noted that on the average,
about 205 victims were killed during the eleven year study
period. The average number of male victims were 164. The
average number of females, Blacks 159, black males, 127,
black females, 32; Whites, 45, white males 36, and white
females, 9.
Offenders
In the present study, there were 2,176 known agents, of
criminal homicide in Atlanta. Known agents refer to cases
in which both the race and the sex of the offender is known,
based on the Atlanta police data. There were 241 unknown
agents of criminal homicide in Atlanta for the eleven year
study period. Unknown agents are offenders who have committed
criminal homicide, but infonnation concerning their race and
sex was not included in the annual police log books. Whether
TABLE 3
CRIMINAL HOMICIDE BY RACE AND SEX
OF OFFENDER IN ATLANTA, 1969-1979
All Races Black White
Un-
KnownYear TL Male Female TL Male Female TL Male Female
1969 185 143 35 151 118 33 27 25 2 7
1970 243 178 42 191 153 38 29 25 4 23
1971 253 191 47 205 163 42 33 28 5 15
1972 267 203 49 210 165 45 42 38 4 15
1973 291 208 62 231 177 54 39 31 8 21
1974 269 191 52 211 163 48 32 28 4 26
1975 192 129 38 141 107 34 26 22 4 25
1976 165 111 31 125 95 30 17 16 1 23
1977 149 101 28 106 81 25 23 20 3 20
1978 150 116 20 120 103 17 16 13 3 14
1979 253 170 31 171 147 24 30 23 7 52
Total 2417 1741 435 1862 1472 390 314 269 45 241
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or not information was available on the unknown agent, be¬
cause they had not been apprehended, is not known by the
author. However, many of the robbery-homicides listed the
offender as being unknown. It is reason^le to conclude that
a large percentage of unknown agents come from the robbery-
homicide group. Certain robberies, especially muggings are
done on a one to one basis. The offender generally tries
to stick up a lone individual in a situation where there are
no witnesses. After robbing the victim, the offender might
kill him (the victim), and no one is present as a witness to
give a description of the offenders race or sex. In spite
of not knowing the race and sex of the 241 unknown offenders
of the total offenders. Therefore, for the purpose of
scientific accuracy, there are a total of 2,417 offenders that
will be analyzed in this study. It is not valid to presume that
the number of victims and offenders is the same, for failure
to recognize multitude slayers in one homicidal death, or as
a double homicide committed by a single offender, introduces
errors in such a presumption. Of the 2,263 victims of
criminal homicide, they were killed by a total of 2,417 of¬
fenders. In short, there were 154 more offenders than vic¬
tims in the Atlanta study. Although this thesis does not
examine multiple homicides, it was apparent from reviewing
the Atlanta police data, that many homicide cases involved one
victim and several offenders.
The two major groups used for analysis in subsequent
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discussions are the 2,263 victims of criminal homicides,
and the 2,417 offenders of criminal homicide in Atlanta for
January 1, 1969 to December 31, 1979.
Table 3 svimmarizes data on the incidence of criminal
homicides in Atlanta by race and sex. It also shows the
total nximber of offenders in criminal homicides per year.
The average number of offenders for the eleven year period
is 219, with a range from a low of 149 in 1977, and a high
of 291 in 1973. The majority of offenders are reported be¬
tween 1970 and 1974. These years all had 240 offenders or
better. Offenders showed an increase in 1979, also with
253 reported.
Of the 2.417 offenders, 1,741 (7.0 percent) were males.
Males committed their highest number of criminal homicides
in 1974, with 208. Their lowest number of criminal homicides
were committed in 1977 (101). Similar to the total for of¬
fenders, males committed most of thier murders in 1970, 1971,
1972, 1973, 1974, and 1979. A definite pattern of decrease
was obvious among the male offender groups for 1975-1978. In
1974, the offender number was 191, dropped in 1975 to 129, to
111 in 1976, to 101 in 1977, to 116 in 1978, and increased to
170 in 1979.
Females made up 18 percent of 435 of the total offenders
in this study. Like the males offenders, the females showed
1973 as the year they killed most throughout the study period
C6). Females had killed fewest incidences in criminal homicide
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as offenders in 1978 (20). Like the male offenders, female
offenders also showed a definite decrease pattern form 1975-
1978. On the average, about 39 females are offenders in
criminal homicide in Atlanta per year, compared to an average
of about 158 male offenders per year.
Of the 2,417 offenders, 1,862 were black. This amounted
to about 77 percent of the total offender group. Blacks
committed the majority of their offenses between 1970 and
1974. In 1970, black offenders committed 919 offenses, in
1971 (205), in 1972 (210), in 1973 (231), the highest for
any year, and in 1974 (211). Blacks committed homicides as
a group in criminal homicides per year in Atlanta.
The data (Table 3) shows that of the 1,862 black of¬
fenders, 1,472 (79 percent) were black males. Black males
showed their greatest incident as offenders in 1973 (177),
their lowest incident in 1977 (81). Black male offenders
average about 133 per year. No significant patterns of in¬
crease were discernible among black male offenders. They
did however, show the highest absolute numbers as offenders for
each individual year, compared to the other race/sex groups.
This was shown by Table 2 as the case among black male vic¬
tims also.
Inspection of black female offenders show of the 1,862
black offenders, 390 or 21 percent, are found in that group.
Further inspection shows an inconsistent fluctuation of black
female offenders from year to year. Like the black male
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offender group, black females committed their highest
single year total in 1973 (54). Their lowest singular
year total was in 1978 (17) . The yearly black female of¬
fender average is 35 per year, a little more than three
times less than the yearly average for black male offenders,
(133).
Analysis of all white offenders indicate that of the
2,417 total offenders, 314 or about 8 percent were white.
White offenders also show an inconsistent fluctuation of
offenders from year to year. The total for whites as of¬
fenders was about 28 per year. The year with the highest
number of white offenders was in 1972 (4). The year with
the lowest number was 1978 (16) .
Of the 314 white offenders, 269, or 85 percent were
white males. The majority of white offenders committed
the offenses between 1971 and 1974. With the single year high
of 38 in 1972, and a low of 13 in 1978. White male offenders
were about 24 per year on an average base for the eleven
year study period.
The data shown shows that of the 314 white offenders
fo criminal homicide in Atlanta, 45 or 15 percent were white
female offenders. The average white female offender per year
is about 5 per yea-r, which without question, is the lowest
for any race/sex category in this study. The highest number
recorded by the Atlanta police for any year during the study
period as 8 (1973), and the low was 1 (1976). White female
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offenders data did not show any consistent patterns from year
to year.
Unknown agents made up 241, or about 10 percent of the
total C2,417) number of offenders in Atlanta. The low
for unknown agents occurred in 1969 (7), compared to a very
surprising high of 52 in 1979. The unknown agents pattern
was not consistent at all. The average number of unknown
offenders in criminal homicide for Atlanta is 21 per year.
It should be noted that criminal homicide cases are often
cleared up years later and thus the unknown offenders do
become known in some cases. Also, it should be noted that
Atlanta experienced an increase in robbery-homicide during
1979, perhaps this mighc explain in part the high numoer
of 5:^ unknown assailants of criminal homicide in Atlanta
for that particualr year.
To summarize, there is a definite observable relation¬
ship noted between sex and criminal homicide in Atlanta. Of
the 2,263 victims, 1,804 ( 79.7 percent) were males com¬
pared to 458 (20.3 percent) female victims. The same was
true when one compared to the data among female offenders.
Of the 2,417 offenders, 1,741 (72.0 percent) were males
compared to 435 (18.0 percent) female offenders. Because
of the large number of unknown offenders (241), it appears
that the male/female comparison as victims/offenders are fairly
equal. This can be further proven when one examines the
ratio data for victims and offenders. About 4 males were
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victims of criminal homicide, compared to every one female
that was victimized. The same was true when comparing
male offenders to female offenders, the ratio is 4:1. There
is also a definite observed relationship noted in criminal
homicide in Atlanta, and race of both offenders and victims.
Of the 2,263 victims, 1754 (77.5 percent) were black com=
pared to 505 (22.3 percent) white victims. The ratio for
black victims to white victims was approximately 3.5 to 1.
Of the 2,417 total offenders, 1,862 (77.0 percent) were
black compared to 314 (8.0 percent) white offenders. The
ratio for black offenders to white offenders was about 6:1.
The data clearly shoes that blacks are nearly twice as like¬
ly to be offenders of criminal homicide than victims in
Atlanta,
A further ratio breakdown by race and sex shows more
interesting differences between the participants in the
criminal homicide drama. The ratio of black male victims
to black female victims was 4:1. Simply stated, for every
one black female victim of homicide in Atlanta, there were
four black male victims. The ratio of black male victims
to white male victims was about 3.5 to 1. Every time a white
male was killed in Atlanta from criminal homicide, three
and a half black men were killed. The ratio of white male
victims to white female victims is 4:1. The ratio of black
male victims to white female victims was approximately 14:1.
This comparison was without question one of the most sig-
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nificant and alarming noted in this research. The ratio of
white male victims was 1,13 to 1, a little better than one
white male is . victimized species in criminal homicide
compared to the rate of victimization for black females.
There is a correlation between white male victimization and
black male victimization. Both, when compared to their
respective female counterparts, show a ratio of 4:1. Like
black male victims, four white male victims are killed
whenever one of their own female members are killed in
Atlanta. The ratio of black female victim is anout 3.5 tol.
This correlated the ratio for black victims to white victims
perfectly, which was also 3.5 tol.
The ratio of black male offenders to black female offenders
was about 4:1. This was very similar to their victimization
ratio. The ratio of black male offenders to white male of¬
fenders was 5.4 to 1. This was a little less than 2.0 higher
than the black male victim/white males victim ratio comparison.
The ratio of black male offenders is an amazing 3.7 to 1.
This is more than double the ratio for black male victims to
white female victims. It is also further support of the
generalized proposition on the very high involvement of
black males as offenders in criminal homicide in Atlanta.
The ratio of black female offenders to white offenders was
1,4 to 1. This simply confirms the proposition of black fe¬
male offenders being a larger number than white male offenders.
It should be restated that white males do exceed black females
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as victims in Atlanta, but not as offenders. The black female
offender ratio compared to white female offenders was 8.6
to 1. Better than eight black females committed criminal
homicide in Atlanta, compared to every one white female
offender. The ratio of white male offenders to white fe¬
male offenders was about 6.0 to 1. This ratio of white male
offenders to white female offendes was about 2.0 percent
higher when comparing the white male victims ratio to the
white victims ratio, which was 4.0 to 1.
Further sximmarization indicates (compare Table 2 and
Table 3), that males were constantly victimized by criminal
homicide (1,804) more than they committed the offense (1,741).
Females were also victimized more (458) than they committed
the offense(435). As a group, blacks committed criminal
homicide in Atlanta (1,862) more than they were victimized
(1,754). Black males were offenders (1,472) more than they
were victims (1,398) in this criminal homicide act. Black
females also were the offenders (390) more often than vic¬
tims (356). Whites as a group were victims of criminal
homicide (505) more often than being the assailant (314).
White males were the victims (269) about one and a half times
more than they were the offender (404). The same pattern
is observed when inspecting white females. They were vic¬
timized (101) more often than they kill (45).
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A^e Differences
Analysis of the Atlanta data supports the
contention that criminal homicide is manifested by certain
regulations or patterns associated with race, sex and age
of both victims and offenders. Because people at almost
every age level have been known to be victims of criminal
homicide, the age range in the present study is from birth
to 60 years and over for the victims classification. There
are eight age categories for victims in the present study;
9 years old and younger, 10-19, 20-29, 30-39, 40-49, 50-59,
60 plus, and not given. Again because of omissions in the
Atlanta police files, many of the victims ages were not
available for analysis. Analysis could be made on race
and sex differences with regards to the not given ages.
Therefore, the total number of not given victims ages (175)
were included in this section for analysis, by race and sex
of the victims.
The age groups used to examine offenders were; 10-19,
20-29, 30-39, 40-49, 50-59, 60 plus, and not given. The
not given situation for the offender is somewhat different
from the not given for the victim. Referring back to the
data on Table 3, we again note that there were 241 unknown
offenders. It stands to reason that if the offender is not
known to me, black, white, male or female, then that par¬
ticular offender's ages were not given by the Atlanta police
files, and 27 black offenders whose ages were also not
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provided. Adding the 241 unknown offenders to the 36 un¬
known provided ages, we arrive at a toal of 277 not given
ages, for offenders of criminal homicide in Atlanta for
January 1, 1969 to December 31, 1979.
Victims
The data CTable 4) shows that the majority of people
killed in Atlanta from criminal homicides were in the 20-
29 age group (626), and the 30-39 age group (541). These
two age groups accounted for more victims (1,167) than
all other age groups combined, included the not given. In¬
dividuals in the 9-less age group showed victimization less
than any other age group category.
Male victims also showed the majority of their vic¬
timizations occurring in the 20-29 age group (509), and the
30-39 age group (434). The low for male victimization was
also in the 9-less age group.
Female victimization patterns were similar to the male
victims and total victim patterns. The age groups 20-29, and
30-39 made up 117, and 107 of the female victims respectively.
The age group with the low for female victims was 9 and
younger (18). The 60 and older age group for female victims
was extremely low when compared to the male victim age group
for 60 and older.
Among black victims, the majority of victims were found
in the age groups 20-29 (495), and 30-39 (430). Black victims
also showed a high number for the 60 and over age group (102) ,
TABLE 4
AGE OF VICTIMS IN CRIMINAL
HOMICIDE IN ATLANTA, 1969 to 1979
Age
All Races Black White Other
■ Un-
KnownTL Male Female TL Male Female TL Male Female TL
- 9 55 37 18 41 28 13 14 9 5 — —
10-19 140 98 42 111 81 30 29 17 12 — —
20-29 626 509 117 495 401 94 130 10 7 23 1 —
30-39 541 434 107 430 343 87 111 91 20 — —
40-49 340 271 69 277 216 61 63 55 8 — —
50-59 227 193 34 166 139 27 61 54 7 — —
60 + 159 122 37 102 79 23 57 43 14 — —
Not 175 140 34 132 111 21 40 28 12 2 • 1
Given




and a low of 41 for the 9-less age group.
Black male patterns as victims are consistent with the
total for all victims with respect to age grouping. The 20-
29 age group and the 30-39 age group shows highs of 401 and
343 for black male victims. The loss was found in the 9-
less age group (28).
The same pattern seen among black female victim was also
the same. The 20-29 age group, and the 30-39 age group made
up 94 and 87 black female victims respectively. The low for
black female victims was found in 9-less group (13).
White victims also showed the same patterns among age
groups as black victims. This is true for both white male
victims and white female victims.
Also included in the 20-29 age group was one of the
other males. The other female and remaining other male, was
listed in the not given age group, along with the only un¬
known victim.
When victims age differences are broken down further
by race and sex, other noteworthy patterns emerge. By
comparing mael and female victims, we see that four times
as many males were killed in the 20-29 age group than fe¬
males. When comparing blacks with whites for this same age
group, we see that three times more blacks are victimized
than whites. Since the age group 20-29 was shown to be the
high for every racial sex group, it was used to compare differ*
ences among each. A comparison of black female victims showed
that four times as many black males were victimized than
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black females in the 20-29 age group. Better than three and
a half more black males were victims in the age group 20-29
than white males. The largest group for the 20-29 age group
was seen between black male victims and white female victims,
where 17 times more black males were victimized than white
females. By comparing white male victims with black fe¬
male victims from the 20-29 age group, we see that only 13
more white males were victims of criminal homicide than
black females for the age group compared. About four times
more white males than white females were victimized in the
20-29 age group according to Table 4. Now, black females
were victimized in this age category about four times
more than white females, or 71 more black female victims
were recorded in the 20-29 age grouping than white female
victims. Comparison of the lowest known age group for
black male victims 60 and over, with the highest known age
group for white female victims, showed that two times as
many black males killed than white females. This comparison
make obvious the greater victimization of black males in
every age group. Even when the highest total for white
females is compared with the lowest total for black males,
the black male total still exceeds. Stated simply, twice
as many old black men are killed through criminal homicide,
than young white women in Atlanta.
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Offenders
The age pattern for offenders is somewhat similar to
that of the victims. The most obvious difference between
the two is the starting age of victims and offenders. It
was felt by this researcher that the starting age of victims
was 9-less, however, the starting point for examining of¬
fenders should be 10 years into their age and older. This
was done because the raw data for the study period indicated
that no individuals younger than 10 years old committed a
criminal homicide in Atlanta.
The data (table 5) shows that the majority of the of¬
fenders were between 20-29 (724) and 30-29 (552). Individuals
in the 60 and older age group showed less offenders (89) than
any other age group analyzed. The age group 50-59 showed
the second least of offenders with 172 in that group.
Male offenders also showed this highest total in the
20-29 age group (571), and the 30-39 age group (402). The
low known group of offenders was in the 60 and over age
group (71).
Among female offenders, the concentration of the two
highest totals were between 20-29 (153), and 30-39 (150).
The age group with the least number of female offenders
were 10-19 (17), and 60 and older (18).
Black offenders patterns indicate that the two age
groups with the most known offenders are 20-29 (640), and
30-39 (494). The low for black offenders was noted in the
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60 and older age group (70). The most outstanding feature
of black offenders is the 10-19 age group, which showed
consistent patterns with respect to age grouping. The
20-29 age group listed 505 black male offenders. Black
male offenders also showed a high of 233 for the 10-19
age group. This explains the high number of black offenders
for the 10-19 age group previously mentioned. The low
recorded for black male offenders was 52 for the age group
60 and older. This same pattern is not revealed among black
female offenders, who show their single largest known offender
total in the 30-39 age group (141). This group shows a
very significant pattern since all other race/sex groups
show the 20-29 age group as having the highest single totals,
the black females offender group also show another pattern
that differs from the others. The low of 16 is the 10-19
age group, is not consistent with the lows occurring in the
60 and older age groups in the other age groups for the other
race and sex groups. It does explain the known low for all
females in the 10-19 group however.
The pattern for white offenders differs from that of
black offenders in certain categories. Like blacks, whites
show that the age group 20-29 contains the majority of its
offenders. Unlike blacks, whites second highest groups is
the 40-49 year olds with 80 offenders. White offenders
also show a different age group for having the least number
of offenders (15). The observable patterns for white male
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offenders are not like the patterns for white offenders in
general. The data (Table 5) shows that most white male of¬
fenders are found in the 40-49 age group (71), and the second
group majority is found in the 20-29 age group (66). The
above pattern is also found to be different from the male
offenders patterns in general. The low for white males is
consistent with the low for all male offenders for the
eleven year study period. The age group 20-29 shows a high
for white female offenders while it is consistent with the
other race/sex groups. The most amazing aspects of the
white female offenders data was that, only one offender was
recorded for white female offenders in the 10-19 age group,
and not a single white female offender was recorded in the
60 and older age group.
The majority of the not given ages occurred among ^''-
males with 25, compared to 11 for females. A comparison of
black and white highs show that there were 27 not given
ages for blacks compared to 9 for whites. Of the 27 not
given blacks recorded, 18 were black males and 9 were black
females. Of the 9 given (not given) white offenders, 7
were white males and 2 were white females.
By comparing victims and offenders from each racial group,
we see that black victims and black offenders yielded their
highest in the same age group (ages 20-29). The second
highest total for black victims (430) is for the ages 30-39
years, and for black offenders it is (494) for the ages
30-39 also. The same holds true for white offenders and
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victims. We can conclude by saying that age patterns for
victims are very similar when one breaks down these in¬
teresting victims by race and sex, all racial groups and sex
groups show the highest incidence of victimization in the
20-29 age group. This pattern is not consistent for the
offenders of criminal homicides, whereas, most males, females,
male blacks and white females show their greatest incidence
in the 20-29 age group, black females and white males don't.
Black females as offenders are older than the majority of the
offenders, because most are found in the 30-39 age group.
The same is true for white male offenders, most are found
in the 40-49 age group.
Temporal Patterns
This section will deal with the relationship of criminal
homicide to months of the year and days of the week based on
the Atlanta police data. For many years certain theorist
have held to the belief that crime is affected by such
factors as temperature, humidity, and seasonal changes.
These theories have not been proven unquestionably in the
study of criminal homicide. It is hoped that a breakdown
of patterns from this study will shed some light on the sub¬
ject matter.
Both victims and offenders will be analyzed to determine
if any definite relationships are observable from the raw
data. First the victims will be examined by months and then
the offenders.
TABLE 5
AGE OF OFFENDER IN CRIMINAL
HOMICIDE IN ATLANTA, 1969-1979
All Races Black White
Un-
KnownAge TL Male Female TL Male Female TL Male Female
10-19 291 281 17 249 233 16 49 48 1 -—
20-29 724 571 153 640 505 135 84 66 18 —
30-39 552 402 150 494 353 141 58 49 9 —
O 1 VO 305 255 50 225 184 41 80 71 9 —
50-59 172 136 36 157 127 30 15 9 6 —
60 + 89 71 18 70 52 18 19 19 — —
Not
Given
277 25 11 27 18 9 9 9 2 241





In Table 6, we observe that the month of August show
the greatest single total of victimization than any other
month (207) , followed closely by July (206) and September
with 204. From Table 6 we can see that the monthly dis¬
tribution of criminal homicides for Atlanta, shows a con¬
siderable amont of inconsistent patterns. This is further
evident when one inspects the months with the lowest totals,
February and June both with 166 victims.
A breakdown of sex comparison among victims shows the
more males are killed in July (177) and the least number of
males are killed in February (126). More females are slain
in March (49) than any other month, with May, a relatively
warm month, recording the low (24).
More blacks are killed in September (165) than any
other month, followed closely by August with 164 black vic¬
tims. The least number of black victims were killed in a war
month June (130). This is a good reason to respect the
general notion that relationships exsist between criminal
homicide in Atlanta and warm summer months. Specified sex
breakdowns among black victims show that black males are
killed more in the month of August (135) and killed less in
February (98) . March is the highest month for black female
victimization with 39 followed closely by April with 37.
The lowest month for black female victimization is July (16).
More whites are killed in July (60) than any other
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single month, with February being the month whites have
been killed least (34), Slayings among white males are
more frequent in July (48), than any other month, and it is
this group which contributes most to the fact that the
high frequency for all white victims occurs in July. More
white females were killed in July (12), and October (11).
The fewest number of white females were killed in June (3).
In the case of the three other racial group, one fe¬
male other was slain in June, one male other was slain in
July, and one male other was slain in September. The only
unknown victim was killed in the month of July in 1979.
Dividing the years into quarters, the data further
reveals that January thru March shows a total of 558 criminal
homicides April thru June 523 (the lowest for any quarter),
July thru September 617 (the highest for any quarter, and
October thru December 565 (the second highest of any quarter).
Offender By Month
According to Table 7, the majority of criminal homicide
victims committed their offense in the month of August (228)
followed closely with 225 in July and the low month for the
crime being committed was June (174). It is obvious from ex¬
amining Table 7, that offenders do not reveal any patterns of
increase from month to month, but certain increases are strong
yet still consistent.
Charting the monthly variations of male offenders, we
see a high of 174 male offenses (offenders) in July, and a
TABLE 6
MONTH OF CRIMINAL HOMICIDE BY RACE











Jan. 194 150 44 150 116 34 44 34 10 — —
Feb. 166 126 40 132 98 34 34 28 6 — —
Mar. 198 149 49 157 118 39 41 31 10 — —
Apr. 182 135 47 136 99 37 46 36 10 — —
May 175 151 24 140 122 18 35 29 6 — —
June 166 137 29 130 105 25 35 32 3 1 —
July 206 177 28 144 128 16 60 48 12 1 1
Aug. 207 169 38 164 135 29 43 34 9 — —
Sept. 204 160 44 165 128 37 38 31 7 1 —
Oct. 188 155 33 139 118 21 49 37 12 — —
Nov. 180 136 44 141 108 33 39 28 11 — —
Dec. 197 159 38 156 123 33 41 36 5
Total 2263 1804 458 1754 1398 356 505 404 101 3 1
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low of all 11 male offenders in June. A breakdown of female
offenders indicates a high of 43 in September, and a low of
27 in November.
More blacks killed in the month of August C181), and
fewer blacks killed in November (132). Specified sex
breakdowns among black offenders show that black males killed
more in the months of August and December (143), and it is
this group which contributes most to the fact that the high
frequency for all black offenders occurs in August. Black
female offenders showed the tendency to kill more in the
months of September (38) , June (39) , and August (38) . Black
male offenders killed less in the month of June (96). The
month of February was the low month for black female offenders
with 23.
More whites were killers in July (38) than any other
single month with June being the low month (18) for this
group. Table 7 shows that white male offenders committed
the majority of their offenses in July (33), and the minority of
thier offenses in February (14). White females killed more
in the month of February (6), and killed less in the month
of December (1). It should be noted that as offenders, the
white females total is superceeded by the black male total
for every month. Simply stated, twice as many black males
were offenders in the month of June (the lowest number of
black male offenders recorded), than there were white female
offenders for the whole eleven year study period.
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Of the unknown offenders, the majority were re¬
corded in December (30), and the fewest were recorded in May
(14) . One can only speculate whether or not the unknown
offenders are black males since they too shov; their greatest
frequency in December. It is obvious however, that some
unknown factor (perhaps the Christmas season) increases
the chances that a black male will commit a criminal ho¬
micide most often in the month of December. This is an
area that needs to be further explored by future researchers.
Victims By Days
A daily pattern of victimization is definitely dis¬
cernible from the data collected in Atlanta. There is a
definite association between criminal homicide and the day
of the week when the offense occurs. From Table 8, a pat¬
tern may be noted; the high frequency of criminal homicide
is on Saturday (568) and the relatively low frequency is on
Tuesday (252). Twice as many criminal homicides occur on
the day of highest frequency as occur on the day of lowest
frequency. There is neither a build-up to the Saturday high
nor a gradual decline to the Tuesday low, for frequency during
the remaining days of the week relatively consistent.
Of the high number of 568 victims and Saturday, males
constitute 468, or 82 percent. Females also showed a high
on Saturday for victims with a total of 99. Whereas, the
low for males was Sunday, the low for females was Wednesday.
TABLE 7
MONTH OF CRIMINAL HOMICIDE BY RACE
AND SEX OF OFFENDER IN ATLANTA, 1969-1979
Month
All Races Black White
Un-
KnownTL Male Female TL Male Female TL Male Female
Jan. 203 145 40 156 121 35 29 24 5 18
Feb, 179 132 29 141 118 23 20 14 6 18
Mar. 207 142 40 159 123 36 23 19 4 25
Apr. 188 127 40 143 10 8 35 24 19 5 21
May 185 137 34 148 116 32 23 21 2 14
June 174 111 42 135 96 39 18 15 3 21
July 225 174 43 170 141 29 38 33 5 17
Aug. 228 169 41 181 143 38 29 26 3 18
Sept. 217 151 43 169 129 40 25 22 3 23
Oct. 212 162 32 156 128 28 38 34 4 18
Nov. 185 128 27 132 106 26 23 22 1 30
Dec. 214 163 33 172 143 29 24 20 4 18
Total 2417 1741 435 1862 1472 390 314 269 45 241
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Of 1,754 total black victims, 469 were slain on a Saturday
(the high) and the low was Wednesday, with 181 black vic¬
tims killed. A breakdown of the black victim reveals that
black males show their highest frequency on victimization
on Saturday with 387 and their low on Sunday with 140.
Black females also show a high on Saturday with 82 and a low
on Wednesday with 34.
Whites show their largest incidence of criminal homicide
as victims on a Saturday (98), as their low (53) occurring
on a Tuesday. White males also show that the majority of
them were killed on a Saturday (81) and the minority on a
Tuesday (See Table 8). Except for white females, who were
killed more frequently and inexplicably on Thursdays, all the
other groups were more frequently killed on Saturdays than
any other day of the week. The data further reveals that one
male other was slain on a Tuesday, one male other was slain
on a Friday, one female other was slain on a Sunday, and the
unknown was killed on a Saturday.
Offenders' By Days
Table 9 provides data on the daily patterns of the of¬
fenders of criminal homicide in Atlanta. An examination of
this table indicates that the offenders daily patterns are
somewhat similar to the victims daily patterns. Of the
2,417 offenders, 649 committed their offenses on a Saturday,
with the low commision being a Tuesday (209). This pattern
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correlates exactly with the dally patterns for victims in
Atlanta. Males committed the crimes most often on Saturday
C468) , and least often on Tuesday (133) as shown by Table 9.
This was slightly different for male offenders, because they
showed a low on Sunday instead of Tuesday. The female
offender breakdown reveals that they too committed the offenses
most often on a Saturday (112), but unlike the victims, they
committed it less on Thursday than any other day.
A breakdown of black offenders showed that they killed
most on Saturday (514) and less on Tuesday C157). Black
males without question, were the reason for the black offender
Saturday high with 405 slayings on Saturday. The low for
black male offenders occurred on Tuesday, with 105. Black
female offenders did not deviate from the pattern, and revealed
a high for committing the offense on Saturday (109). They
did deviate from black male offenders with respect to the
day that they committed the least number of criminal homicides,
ona Thursday (113).
A breakdown of white offenders will show that Saturday
predominated the other days as being the day whites killed
on most often (66) , and Tuesday was the day they did their
least amount of killing (30). Of the 66 slayings on Saturday
by whites, white males were reasonable as being responsible
for 63 of them (their high), but only killed 21 times as a
Friday, which I find to be somewhat interesting, since the
other groups show Friday as the second day they killed on the
most.
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White females deviated from the Saturday high pat¬
tern by committing their high.on Wednesday (11), and their second
high on Friday (10). The low for this group was found on
Tuesday and Thursday with two for each day. It is inter¬
esting to note that white females are killed on every day
more than they kill except Wednesday and Sunday.
The unknown offenders committed their offenses most
often on Saturday (69) and least often on Thursday (19) , and
Sunday also 19. Unlike the majority of the other racial and
sex groups (with the exception of white males), the un¬
known offenders commit criminal homicides on Mondays (54)
second most often.
Not only is there a definite association between criminal
homicide and certain days of the week in Atlanta, but there
is also a relationship between criminal homicide and the
weekend in Atlanta. Because Atlanta's popular traditions
consider Friday morning the beginning and Saturday and Sun¬
day night the ending of a weekend, it is logical to use Fri¬
day, Saturday and Sunday combined as the basis for comparison
of the incidence of criminal homicide during the weekends.
In Atlanta, 1,206 criminal homicide victims were recorded during
the period beginning Friday and ending Sunday midnight, com¬
pared to 1,053 total for the remainer of the days. It is
possible that the combination of leisure hours, social
drinking, and other weekend social activities, intensifies
the opportunities for personal contact, thus explaining the
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the fact that the weekend hours are the most dangerous in
Atlanta.
Methods And Weapons Of Inflicting Death
In the present section, methods by which death were in¬
flicted are categorized as; shooting, stabbing or cutting,
beating, other (e.g. drowning), and not given. In the
classification of weapons, an attempt has been made to keep
items together which have some generic homogeneity. The
weapons used to inflict death are categorized as: handguns,
rifle, shotgun, knife, fist or feet, other (including such
things as asphyxiation by means of gas, use of poison, causing
death by arson, etc.), and not given. Again, the not given
is in reference to those cases where the files kept by the
Atlanta police did not provide the necessary information.
Because criminal homicide is usually quick, brutal, direct,
the weapons employed are simple and relatively commonplace.
Weapons can be fashioned from almost any solid object, yet
certain cultural prescriptions dictate a relatively narrow
range of weapons from which an individual offender makes his
choice. From the Atlanta police files, such common items as
a finger nail file, crowbar, and a man's belt, were uniquely
listed as homicide weapons.
It is almost impossible to determine the number of criminal
homicides that would not have been committed if a firearm
was not present. It is reasonable to contend that fewer
criminal homicides might have occurred if the firearms were
TABLE 8
DAY OF CRIMINAL HOMICIDE BY
RACE AND SEX OF VICTIM, ATLANTA 1969-1979
All Races Black White Other
Day TL Male Female TL Male Female TL Male Female TL
Un-
Known
Mon. 285 223 62 215 169 46 70 54 16 — —
Tues. 252 206 46 198 163 35 53 42 11 1 —
Wed. 253 210 43 181 147 34 72 63 9 — —
Thurs. 264 207 57 185 147 38 79 60 19 — —
Fri. 378 302 76 298 243 55 79 58 21 —
Sat. 568 468 99 469 387 82 98 81 17 — 1
Sun. 260 186 74 205 140 65 54 46 8 1 —
Not
Given 3 2 1 3 2 1 3
Total 2263 1804 458 1754 1398 356 505 404 101 3 1
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were not present. It is a known fact that guns are not dif¬
ficult to obtain legally or illegally in Atlanta. It is also a
known fact that Atlanta experiences a great many homicides,
criminal and noncriminal, because of ready available firearms.
It is my contention that many homicides due to shootings
would be avoided if a firearm were not immediately available.
Many sociologist and criminologist would agree on this con¬
tention based on their assximption that if a person wants to
kill, he will find a way. I agree with the assumption, but
I also think that the limited availability of guns would de¬
crease the potential offender's will to kill. With a better
gun control, I see a rise in bodily assault, but a decrease
in criminal homicides. This is another area that future re¬
searchers could and should explore.
Victims By Methods
There appears to be a definite race and sex pattern for
particular types of methods used in inflicting death upon
victims in Atlanta. The Atlanta police data (Table 10) sug¬
gest that individuals are more apt to be victimized by cer¬
tain types of methods more than others. As can be seen
from Table 10, of the 2,263 victims, 1,627 were shot to death.
306 were due to stabbings, 150 were due to beatings, with
the other methods and not given methods, making up the re¬
mainder. The leading method experienced by male victims was
shootings (326), followed then by stabbings (253) , and
TABLE 9
DAY OF CRIMINAL HOMICIDE BY RACE
AND SEX OF OFFENDER, ATLANTA 1969-1979
Un-
Day TL Male Female TL Male Female TL Male Female Known
Mon. 207 181 52 192 149 43 41 32 9 54
Tues. 209 133 54 157 105 52 30 28 2 22
Wed. 288 212 57 229 183 46 40 29 11 19
Thurs. 231 170 35 164 131 33 41 39 2 26
Fri. 440 327 81 377 306 71 31 21 10 32
Sat. 649 468 112 514 405 109 66 63 3 69
Sun. 313 250 44 229 193 36 65 57 19
Total 2417 1741 435 1862 1472 390 314 269 45 241
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beatings C92), Female victims as a group also experienced
death by shooting the most C333). The second leading me¬
thod that caused death among females was not stabbings, fe¬
males experienced beatings as the second leading method of
death among them. C58).
The leading methods experienced by black victims were
shootings (1,295), followed then by stabbings with 244 black
victims. Black males accounted for 1,058 incidences of the
black victims victimized. Black female victims leading
method of death was shootings (237), and then stabbings (45)
A breakdown of white victims indicate that shooting was
the leading method of their death (330) . The leading method
experienced by white male victims was shooting (268), and
the leading method experienced by white female victims was
shooting (62) . It is interesting to note that the second
leading method among white female victims was not stabbings,
but beatings (22).
The other racial group reported one female shot to
death and two methods not given for the other males. The
single unknown victim was also shot to death. The total
number not given methods was 126, with 96 male and 30 female
Offenders By Methods
The leading method employed by offenders to commit
criminal homicides in Atlanta were; shooting (1,603), and
stabbings or cuttings (356). Male offenders also showed the
TABLE 10
METHOD OF CRIMINAL HOMICIDE BY RACE
AND SEX OF VICTIMS, ATLANTA 1969-1979
All Races Black White Other
Un-
Method TL Male Female TL Male Female TL Male Female TL Known
Shooting 1627 1326 300 1295 1058 237 330 268 62 1
Stabbing
or
Cutting 306 253 53 244 199 45 62 54 8
Beating 150 92 58 94 58 36 56 34 22 — —
Other
Methods 54 37 17 40 27 13 14 10 4 — —
Method
Not Given 126 96 30 81 56 25 43 38 5 2 —
Total 2263 1804 458 1754 1398 356 505 404 101 3 1
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same pattern as offenders in general male offenders were
responsible for 281 shootings, and 56 stabbings or cuttings.
Female offenders showed the same tendency as males for
killing by shooting or stabbing (SEE TABLE 11).
The leading methods used by black offenders were
shootings (1,333) and stabbing or cutting (265). A break¬
down of black offenders reveal that black males committed
most of their criminal homicides by shooting (1,073) and
by stabbing or cutting (214) . Black females committed the
majority of their offenses by shooting (260) , and stabbing
or cutting (51).
A breakdown of white offenders indicate that shooting
(195) and stabbing (39), were the leading methods they
used to commit murder. The leading methods used by white
males were shooting (174) , and stabbing or cutting (34).
Among white female offenders, the leading methods they used
to kill were shooting (21) and beating (1). The last method
by this group is not only interesting, but thought by this
researcher to be very unusual for this group. The unknown
offender group committed the majority of their murders by
shooting and stabbing also. The total number of not given
methods were 173.
Victims By Weapons
Most studies of homicide do not give a complete break¬
down of the types of firearms used to kill victims. It is
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felt by this researcher that some very important patterns
may be operative with regards to criminal homicides and the
type of firearm used. It is the purpose of this section
to breakdown criminal homicide victims and the type of
firearm used to kill them (handgun-meaning pistol or revolver,
rifle or shotgun). The other weapon category deals with any
other weapon used in criminal homicides, other than the ones
listed in table 12. As previously mentioned, victims were
killed in a multitude of ways, but the ones mentioned in
table 12 predominate.
There appears to be definite discernible pattern found
between weapon in Atlanta, and victims of criminal homicide.
The data in table 12 suggest that victims of criminal
homicide are more apt to be killed by certain types of weapons
than others. Of the 2.263 victims, 1,428 were killed by
handguns (pistol or revolver). 306 were killed by knives,
119 by shotguns, 110 by other weapons, 96 fist or feet,
and 134 cases did not list the weapon used to kill the vic¬
tim. It is clear from this table that the majority are
slain by a pistol or revolver. Perhaps this is proof enough
that handgun control is much needed in the city of Atlanta.
Shotguns were second leading firearms used to cause death
in Atlanta with an alarming high of 119. Comparison of the
combined total of deaths due to shotguns and rifles (189),
with handguns (1,428) show that even seven times as many people
still die from shotguns and rifles in Atlanta. The leading
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weapon used to kill males in Atlanta was handguns C97). It
is easy to see that males killed by firearms were about three
times as much as thay were killed by any of the other me¬
thods combined. The low for male victims are found in the
fist or feet and knife categories. This means that males are
very seldom beaten to death, or shot to death with rifles when
killed. Female victims as a group were slain most often by
handguns (263). The second leading weapon used to kill fe¬
males in Atlanta were knives (56) . The data further shows
that females were rarely killed by shotguns, rifles or other
weapons. Comparison of the male victim data shows: four
times as many male victims are killed by handguns than female
victims, three times as many males are killed by rifles, four
times as many males by shotguns, four times as many males by
knives, and only one and a half as many males by the offender
fist or feet.
The leading weapon used to slay blacks were; handguns
(1,148), knives (238), and shotguns (95). Very few black
victims were killed by rifles, or fist or feet, of their
offender. Handguns accounted for the majority of the black
male victims deaths (938), knives (195), and shotguns (77).
Black males were rarely killed by rifels, or fist or feet of
the assailant. The leading weapon used to kill black females
were: handguns (210), knives (43), and fist or feet of their
offenders. It is very clear from the data presented in table
12 that black female victims are responsible for the majority
of the leading deaths among females.
TABLE 11
METHOD OF CRIMINAL HOMICIDE BY RACE
AND SEX OF OFFENDER, ATLANTA 1969-1979
All Races Black White
• Un-
KnownMethod TL Male Female TL Male Female TL Male Female
Shooting 1603 1247 281 1333 1073 260 195 174 21 75
Stabbing
or
Cutting 356 248 56 265 214 51 39 34 5 52
Beating 176 101 41 109 80 29 33 21 12 34
Other
Method 109 43 24 51 32 19 16 11 5 42
Method
Not Given 173 102 33 104 73 31 31 292 38
Total 2417 1741 435 1862 1472 390 314 269 45 241
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The leading weapon used to kill whites in Atlanta were;
handguns (279) , knives (43), and fist or feet (36) . Table
1 clearly shows that blacks and whites are killed in basic¬
ally in the same manner. White male victims are killed by
handguns (226) more often than black females (210), and
white females (53). White male victims are also killed by
knives more often than either black females or white female
victims.
It is interesting to n ,te that white female victims
were killed by rifles and shotguns at a total of 6 times.
Thw weapon used to kill the only unknown victims was not
given. A total of 134 weapons used to kill in Atlanta were
not given in the police files. Of the 134 not given weapons,
102 were used to kill black victims and 31 were used to
kill white victims. The other racial groups reported one
male (other than black or white ) to be killed by handguns,
one female to be killed by a shotgun, and one male to be
killed by a waepon not given by the Atlanta police files.
Offenders By Weapons
Of the 2,417 offenders of criminal homicides in Atlanta,
2,358 were committed by offenders with handguns (Table 13).
Knives were used by offenders in 365 known cases, rifles in
112 known cases, fist or feet in 141 known cases and shot¬
guns in 132 known cases. Male offenders used handguns in
1,061 known cases, shotguns in 95 known cases, and other
TABLE 12
WEAPON OF CRIMINAL HOMICIDE BY RACE
AND SEX OF VICTIM, ATLANTA 1969-1979
All Races Black White Other
Un-
KnownWeapon TL Male Female TL Male Female TL Male Female TL
Handgun 1428 1165 263 1148 938 210 279 226 53 1 —-
Rifle 70 54 16 52 39 13 18 15 3 — —
Shotgun 119 97 22 95 77 18 23 20 3 1 —
Knife 306 250 56 238 195 43 68 55 13 — —
Fist or
Feet 96 59 37 60 33 27 36 26 10 — —
Other
Weapon 110 77 33 77 53 24 33 24 9 — —
Weapon
Not Given 134 102 31 84 63 21 48 38 10 1
Total 2263 1804 458 1754 1398 356 505 404 101 3 1
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TABLE 13
WEAPON OF CRIMINAL HOMICIDE BY
RACE AND SEX OF OFFENDER, ATLANTA 1969-1979
All :Races Black White
Weapon TL Male Female TL Male Female TL Male Female
Un-
Known
Handgun 1358 1061 236 1187 964 223 110 97 13 61
Rifle 112 71 13 64 53 11 20 18 2 28
Shotgun 132 94 19 88 71 17 25 23 2 19
Knife 365 256 66 265 207 58 57 49 8 43
Fist or
Feet 141 63 40 70 39 31 33 24 9 38
Other
Weapon 140 88 31 88 61 27 31 27 4 21
Not
Given 169 108 30 100 77 23 38 31 7 31
Total 2417 1741 435 1862 1472 390 314 269 45 241
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weapons in 88 cases. Female offenders also used shotguns to
commit the majority of their murders. Rifles were used by
female offenders in only 13 of the known cases.
The leading weapons used by black offenders to commit
criminal homicides were; handguns, (1,187), knives (265),
other weapons and shotguns (88 each) and fist or feet (70) .
A breakdown of black offenders reveals that black male of¬
fenders used handguns to kill most often (964), and their
fist Or feet least often (39). Black females committed
the majority of their homicides with handguns (223) and the
least number of homicides with rifles (11). The most ob¬
vious aspect of the data on the black female offenders and the
weapon they used, is the 31 killings they performed! by use
of their fist or feet. This was very high for that group,
especially since black offenders use their fist or feet in
39 known cases, only eight more than black females.
The leading weapon used by white offenders to kill were;
handguns (110), knives (57), and fist or feet (33). White
male offenders used handguns in 97 known cases, and knives
in 49 known cases. White female offenders committed criminal
homicide in 13 known case with their fist or feet in 9 known
cases. Only 4 white female offenders used a firearm other
than a handgun to commit their criminal homicide. Similar to
the black female group, it is interesting to note the high
among white females in the use of their fist or feet to kill.
The unknown offender group committed the majority of their
murders with handguns (61), and their least number of murders
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were committed with shotguns C19) . This was a total of 169
not given weapons used by offenders of criminal himicides in
Atlanta.
To summarize the data on methods and weapons, it points
out that the order of frequency of methods used in criminal
hideous homicide is the same for victims and offenders with¬
in several of each of the race/sex category. Both victims
and offenders among blacks of eith sex are involved, accord¬
ing to frequency, first in shootings and secondly in stabbings
or cuttings. It should be noted that stabbings and cuttings
among males (black and white) involve pen-knives and switch¬
blades, while stabbings and cuttings among females (black
and white) usually involve kitchen knives. White victims
and offenders are involved first in shootings and secondly
in stabbings or cuttings.
Motive
The terra motive is to imply conscious design planning
or the underlying socio-psychological processes that result
in a crime. Motive should not be confused with intent,
which is essentially a legal concept referring to the of¬
fender's ability to comprehend the nature of his act and
his resolve to commit it. Whereas, intent has to do with
the degree of determination to reach a specific goal, mo¬
tive deals with the reasons for wanting to do so. Motives
are informal terms in police investigations. Some probe a
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state of mind (for example. Jealousy) and other social
situations ( an altercation). To a certain degree, however,
motives can describe the precipitants of a crime and give
clues to its explanation as a behavioral phenonmenon.
Most police records give only superficial motives and
very little insight into the underlying reason for an of¬
fender's behavior. Many motives are merely the judgment
of some third observer, and there are often overlapping
themes. The present analysis of motives is rudimentary and
relies upon terminology used by the Atlanta police to de¬
scribe those factors which prompt one individual to take
the life of another. Although several motives may be
involved in the same homicidal act, the predominant mo¬
tive observed and reported by the Atlanta police is used
for purposes of statistical analysis in this study.
The classification of motives used in the present
analysis are: domestic quarrels, trivial altercations,
drunken arguments, robbery, jealousy, revenge, altercations .
over money, and other motives and not given motives. Do¬
mestic quarrels are situations where family members are
most likely to commit a criminal homicide, and female vic¬
tims were much more likely than males to be in killings
brought on by domestic quarrels. The same was true for
offenders. Women are relatively more limited to family
contexts than men in their daily lives, so the likelihood
of criminal homicides arising out of a domestic situation is
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is much greater than for females, both as victims and as
offenders. Trivial altercations constitute the largest group
of motives for murder in Atlanta. Despite dilligent efforts
to discern the exact factors involved in a trivial altercation,
Atlanta police are often unable to acquire information
other than the fact that a trivial altercation developed, or
an insult was suffered by one or both of the homicide parties.
Criminal homicide due to trivial altercations is often the
result of sub-cultural and social expectations. It is
well known in Atlanta that things like degrading a man's mother,
sister, wife, girlfriend,etc., are reasons enough for a
man to kill another man. Insults, jostling, cursing, "play¬
ing the dozens", etc., are all examples of trivial alter¬
cations that often lead to criminal homicide. Drunken ar-
gements refer to altercations where witnesses reported to
investigating officers that both victim and offender's
problem was a result of their drinking too much. It is felt
by this researcher that the number of drunken arguments might
possibly be higher, but only those cases so deemed by the
Atlanta police were classed in that category. The robbery
category includes both personal crime robbery ( a personal
crime in which an offender uses force or violence to deprive
a victim of his personal property), and commercial robbery
(a commercial crime in which an offender uses violence or
threats to force the owner or employee of a business to give
up the establishment's property). Some overlapping probably
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occurs in the jealousy and revenge categories. An of¬
fender motivated by jealousy and seeking to resolve an
emotional problem by means of a physical assault usually
attacks his rival. A jealous offender who kills his love
object is most often motivated by revenge for the aliena¬
tion he or she had to suffer. Altercation over money usually
involved past debts, a dice game, card game, etc. The
amount of money that caused the murder was often less than
fifty cents. There are documented cases of individuals kill¬
ing other individuals over as little as a nickel in Atlanta.
The "other motives" classification found in the tables
listing motives refer to a miscellaneous collection that
could not be properly grouped elsewhere, and was used rather
than force a motive into one of the more precise classifications.
Examples of some of the motives found in the other category
include: sexual motives (rape and homosexual), psychopathic
killings, drug killings and infantcides (kiiling of the newly
born infant). The "not given" category includes many of the
unsolved homicides, as well as those in which omissions were
made in the recording of the files for certain criminal ho¬
micides by the Atlanta police.
Victims By Motives
Only with respect to a few motives are those important
differences in the distribution of motives according to vic¬
tims and offenders. Criminal homicides due to trivial alter-
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cations are the most frequent type occurring in Atlanta. Of
the 2,263 victims, 729 or 43.9 percent were killed as a re¬
sult of a trivial altercation. Domestic quarrels constituted
the second largest category among all victims (see Table 14),
with 469 (22.3 percent) of the total motives. The third
largest motive category among victims was drunken arguments
(260). The fourth largest motive category among victims was
jealousy 193 cases or 9.2 percent of the total for victims.
A comparison of male/female victims show that trivial
altercations were the leading motive for both male and fe¬
male victimizations. 582 and 147 respectively. Domestic
quarrels ranked second as the motive for both male and female
victims, 355 and 114 respectively. The third leading motive
for male victims and female victims fidders greatly. Accord¬
ing to table 14, we see that drunken arguments account for
233 motives for males and robbery (32) makes up the third
leading motive for female victims. It is my contention that
a casual relationship does exist in Atlanta between alcohol
and criminal homicide, based on the frequency of the event
as evidence by male victims. This is only a contention, in
order to examine this issue further, a researcher would have
to posses information about drinking norms within each race
(or sex) groups, and then compare their drinking norms with
the sample which persons involve in homicide could then be
said to be presented. The reason that females show a high in
the robbery category, might be directly related to their lack
TABLE 14
MOTIVE IN CRIMINAL HOMICIDE BY
RACE AND SEX OF VICTIM, ATLANTA 1969-1979
All Races Black White
Oth¬
er




Argument 469 355 114 410 323 87 59 32 27
Trivial
Altercation 729 582 14 7 584 471 113 145 111 34 — —
Drunken
Argument 260 233 27 227 206 21 33 27 6 — —
Robbery 118 86 32 90 61 29 26 23 3 2 —
Jealousy 193 169 24 89 72 17 104 97 7 —
Revenge 106 77 29 90 63 27 16 14 2 — —
Altercation
Over Money 121 99 22 96 77 19 25 22 3 — —
Other
Motives 108 87 21 90 70 20 18 17 1 — —
Motives Not
Given 159 116 42 78 55 23 79 61 18 1 1
Total
2263 T8^ 458 1754 1398 356 505 404 101 ~1~ 1 117
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of physical strength to prevent such acts as robbery and
therefore they are considered "easy prey". The data shows
that males are killed frequently because of jealousy (169),
and in altercations over money (99). Females on the hold
are killed in great frequncy in revenge C29). The re¬
venge category for female victims usually involves a male
offender (spouse or lover) who strikes back at the females
victim for some preceived sexual justice. Good examples are
killind an unfaithful female spouse and upholding the male
honor. There might have been a dramatic verbal and physical
outburst (between the offender and victim) immediately prior
to the criminal homicide, but the absence of such conflict and
more importantly, the build-up of hostilities over time are
especially characteristics here.
A breakdown of motives among black victims reveals that
most are killed because of trivial altercations. Of the
1,754 black victims, 584 were killed due to trivial alter¬
cations. Domestic quarrels constituted the second largest
category among black victims (410). Domestic quarrels for
all victims was 469. It is clear that blacks with 410 was
responsible for a very high proportion of the domestic
victims. The chances of a black person being killed by a
family member is very great in Atlanta. One can only
speculate as to why this particular phenonmenon is so great
among blacks. Perhaps the roots of black domestic homicides
might be found in the racist society in which blacks find
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themselves struggling in from day to day. Whatever the
reason, much more research is needed in this particular
aspect of the study of criminal homicide. Drunken arguments
make up the third leading cause of death among black victims
{211). It can be safely assumed that many of these killings
could possibly be a direct result of a domestic quarrel.
The fourth highest category for blacks, altercations over
money, could also have cases that fit into a domestic quarrel
category. An examination of black male victims reveals that
trivial altercations^4-7^ ^ domestic quarrels (323) , drunken
arguments (206), and altercations over money (96), made up
the four leading motives that cause death for the group. The
black female victims motives patterns are in keeping with
the patterns for female victims in general; trivial alter¬
cations rank first (113), domestic quarrels, second (87),
robbery third, (29), and revenge fourth (27).
A breakdown of motives among white victims reveal trivial
altercations as being the leading motive that induces their
deaths (145), and the second leading motive found among white
victims was jealousy (104). It is my contention that many
of the white cases labeled jealousy by the Atlanta police might
have been domestic in nature. This gives further proof of
the potty reporting done by this city’s police department. Since
most jealous criminal homicides invariably involve a victim
and offender of the opposite sex, I question the accuracy of
the Atlanta police in labeling some white victims' motive
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as being jealousy. The third largest motive category for
white victims is domestic quarrels according to police data
(59) . The motive patterns given for white male victims as
well holds true. White female victims patterns reveals:
trivial altercations (34), domestic quarrels (27), jealousy
(7), and drunken arguments (6), as the three highest.
The motive given for the two other males was robbery,
the motive for the one other female not given, and the one
unknwon victim motive was not given. There were a total of
108 other motives recorded by the Atlanta police according
to table 14. There were also a total of 159 not given
motives with 116 for male victims and 42 for female victims.
Again, because of so many omissions in the Atlanta police
data, we can only make generalizations based on the given
data. It is totally possible that if all data had been
available for examination, the pattern we have seen thus
far could be entirely different.
Offenders By Motives
It is assumed that the motive patterns for victims and
those for offenders will be similar. Analysis of the motives
by offenders gives us an opportunity to evaluate the motive as
given by the offenders themselves to the investigating of¬
ficers. Since the victim is dead and unable to provide any
information as the motive, some valid information can be ob¬
tained from some offenders who commit criminal homicide in
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Atlanta. It is felt that the majority of offenders gave
truthfully to homicide investigators the motive for their
offense, however, it is also assumed that others lied as to
the motive for thier criminal actions. Again this data like
preceeding ones is subject to the validity of the Atlanta
police investigating reporting, and recording.
Of the 2,417 offenders, 751 stated they committed
a trivial altercation in the process of murder, 491 cited a
domestic quarrel, 296 drunken argument, 197 jealousy, 140
altercation over money, and 138 revenge (See Table 15).
A comparison of motives, found among male and female
offenders show that trivial altercations were the leading
motives given by both male and female offenders, 563 and
123 respectively. The second leading motive among both
male and female offenders were domestic quarrels, 364 and
104 respectively. The third leading known motive given
by male offenders was drunken arguments (239), and the third
leading known motive given by a female offender was revenge
35) .
A breakdown of motive among black offenders reveals that
most kill because of trivial altercations (619). Domestic
quarrels constituted the second largest category among black
offenders (435). Drunken arguments was third with 236, and
revenge was fourth with 104. The fourth leading motive for
black offenders (revenge) was not the same as the fourth
leadin motive for black victims (altercations over money).
TABLE 15
MOTIVE IN CRIMINAL HOMICIDE BY RACE
AND SEX OF OFFENDER, ATLANTA 1969-1979
All Races Black White
Motive TL Male Female TL Male Female TL Male Female
Un-
Known
Domestic Quarrel 491 364 104 435 337 98 33 27 6 23
Trivial
Altercation 751 563 132 619 496 123 76 67 9 56
Drunken
Argument 296 239 26 236 213 23 29 26 3 31
Robbery 120 72 33 90 59 31 15 13 2 15
Jealousy 197 136 18 100 86 14 54 50 4 43
Revenge 138 90 35 104 71 33 21 19 2 13
Altercation
Over Money 140 97 22 97 80 17 22 17 5 21
Other
Motives 126 80 27 90 66 24 17 14 3 19
Motive Not
Given 158 100 38 91 64 27 47 36 11 20
2417 1741 435 1862 1472 390 314 269 45 241
Total 122
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An examination of black male offenders reveals that trivial
altercations (496), domestic quarrels (337), drunken ar¬
guments (213), and jealousy (86) made up the four leading
motives that cause black males to kill. The four lead¬
ing motives found among black female offenders were: trivial
altercations (123), domestic quarrels (98) , revenge (33), and
robbery (31).
A breakdown of motives among white offenders reveals
that trivial altercations was the leading motive expressed
by them (76). The second was the leading motive of jealousy
expressed by white offenders (54). Unlike black offenders, white
offenders, according to table 15, committed criminal homicide
(33) because of domestic quarrels. Third more frequently
than any other motive was domestic quarrels. Again, it is
my belief that many of the criminal homicide motives labeled
as "jealousy" among white offenders could just as well have
been labeled domestic quarrels. The motive patterns given
for white offenders holds true for white male offenders also.
White female offenders motive patterns show that the following
holds true: domestic quarrels (6), trivial altercations (9),
altercations over money (5), and jealousy (4).
Of the 241 unknown offenders, 56 were known to commit
their offenses because of a trivial altercation, 43 because
of jealousy, and 31 because of drunken argument. Of the
126 total "other motives", 80 were found among male offenders,
27 among female offenders, and 19 among unknown offenders.
TABLE 16
KNOWN RELATIONSHIPS BETWEEN VICTIM AND PRICIPAL
OFFENDER, CRIMINAL HOMICIDE, ATLANTA 1977-1979
Year
Interpersonal
Relationship Total 1977 1978 1979
Family
Relationship 97 37 29 31
Close Friend 100 26 30 44
Acquaintance 68 19 17 32
Strangers 51 6 14 31
Homosexual
Partner 10 4 4 2
Other
Relationship 15 7 8 —
Paramours 16 2 4 10
Total 357 101 106 150
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Of the 158 not given motives, for offenders, 100 were for
male offenders, 38 female offenders and 20 unknown offenders.
The Interpersonal Relationship
Between Victim And Offender
Personal relationships are the starting point of a socio¬
logical analysis of all human behavior, one including criminal
homicide. Thus, most murders begin with enetering into some
sort of a relationship with someonelse. Criminology recog¬
nizes that it is not always the offender alone who is to be
blamed as solely responsible for a criminal homicide act. Some¬
times victims can be equally blamed because of their special
relationship to the offenders. Probably more than in any
other crime, in criminal homicide, the personal relationship
between the offender and the victim is of prime importance.
For reasons not yet fully explained in research literature
on criminal homicide, individuals are killed most often by
acquaintances, close friends, family members, and paramours,
than any other known types of relationships. Although spouses
lovers, and close friends are a main source of pleasure in
one's life, they are without a doubt, equally a main source of
frustration and hurt. Few others can anger one so much and
there is more social transaction time for ego-picking, as
well as spine stroking, in comparison to less closer re¬
lationships. Another of my contentions for the high incidence
of criminal homicide among people of primary relationships
is the goodly number of men and women have at some point or
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another, concluded that homicide is a clever solution to
the dragged out, destruction of ego and dignity that is in¬
herent in breaking off with one's mate.
The present study with victim-offender relationships
for 1977 to 1979, deals only with this time period for this
particular section, because of the n\imerous omissions found
in the Atlanta police data for 1976 to 1979. This is an ad
hoc presentation of victim-offender relationsips for 1977 to
1979, based on information provided by witnesses and offenders
(if apprehended) written into the Atlanta police dossiers.
The information supplied by those involved in the offense,
as well as by others, made the police designation of the
type of relationship as valid as can be expected. Therefore,
the terms employed here are those used by the Atlanta police.
Again, because of the incompleteness of reporting and/or re¬
cording by the Atlanta police investigators, no attempt was
made in this thesis to analyze relationships according to
specific race and sex groups. Enough information was present
such than an examination could be made of husband-wife ho-
midides (both legal and common-law) for 1977 to 1979.
The classification of victim-offender relationships used
in this study includes the following:
A. Family relationships includes relationships by con¬
sanguinity or legal affinity. In most all cases, the family
relationships was sufficiently close, e.g. husband, wife,
parent, child, sibling, etc;
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B. Close frined refers to one with whom frequent,
direct personal, and intimate contacts were consistently
maintained until the time of the criminal homicide;
C. Acquaintance is when the offender becomes known to
the victim just before the offense or the victim has some
prior knowledge about the offender's residence, place of
work, name or nickname, but no specific fellowship or friend¬
ship exist between them;
D. Stranger referece pertains to no previous contact
existed, and no acquaintanceship was established before the
criminal homicide;
E. Homosexual partner is in reference to the killing of
individuals of the same sex by individuals of the same sex
because of jealousy or revenge dure to their homosexual
relationship;
F. Paramour refers to one who is the love-object of the
offender, a lover, sweetheart, or regular sex partner other
than a spouse.
G. Other relationships include known enemies, sex rivals,
prostitutes, etc.
In general, the data (table 16) supports the assumption
that victims are normally slain by offenders whom they have
shared some type of primary relationship with. Of the 357
known relationships for 1977 to 1979, a total of 291 could







Type of Marriage 1977 1978 1979 Total
Legal 8 12 8 28
Common-Law 12 8 13 33
Total 20 20 21 61
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Relatively close friends Cll) and family associations
or relatives C97), are the two relationships with the highest
frequency which account for over half of the 357 known
relationships. Acquaintances (69), strangers (51), and
paramours account for about a third of all known associations
Homosexual partners (10) and other relationships compare the
remainder of all known relationships for 1977 to 1979.
An overview of the given data for the other years 1969
to 1976, suggests that there are similar to the ones given for
1977 to 1979. Further review of the data concerning relation
ships Sts that the close the relationship between the
victim and the offender, the greater will be the proportion
of violent deaths. This is an area in which much more re¬
search is needed before any definite conclusion can be
reached. In fact, the whole area of victim-offender relation
ships should be broken down and evaluated in terms of race
sex, and age and other variables.
One area which this study was able to examine slightly
was husband-wife homicides. Again, because of the omission
in the annual log books, only consistent information could
be obtained for 1977 to 1979. There were also certain year¬
ly fifficulties involved in determining marital status of
victims and offenders for certain years. It was often im¬
possible to determine whether the cohabitation of a man and
woman was sufficiently permanent to be recognized as common-
law marriage. For reasons unknown to me, 1977 and 1979 were
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able to ascertain the marital status of victim and offender
fairly accurately. They were also able to ascertain whether
or not the relationship was legal or common-law in nature.
There were (according to table 17), 61 known cases
of husband-wife homicides in Atlanta for 1977 to 1979. Of the
61 known cases, 28 involved legallymarried couples, and 33
involved common-law maried couples. In 1977, legally married
couples made up 40 percent of husband-wife homicides, and
common-law couples made up 60 percent. The fluctuation of
highs and lows among the two categories is very apparent
during the following year. In 1978, legally married couples made
up 60 percent of the husband-wife homicides, and common-law
couples only made up 40 percent. The data shows that the
tables turned once again in 1979, with legally married couples
making up 38.1 percent of the husband-wife homicides, and
common-law couples making up 61.9 percent.
An overview of the data suggest that when a male was
killed by a female, he was most likely to be killed by his
wife (legal or common-law). When a female committed criminal
homicide, she was most likely than a male to kill her mate.
This is also an area where more scientific research is needed.
The infinite number of variables that could be crossed would
be endless in a complete analysis of husband-wife homicides.
Race And Sex Relationships













RACE AND SEX OF BLACK OFFENDERS
BY RACE AND SEX OF VICTIMS,
CRIMINAL HOMICIDE, ATLANTA 1969-1979
Race and Sex of Offenders and Victims in Criminal Homicide
BM-BM BM-BF BM-WM BM-WF BF-BM BF-BF BF-WM BF-WF TL
88 16 12 2 31 2 (175)
112 27 12 1 36 3 — (242)
103 25 34 1 34 8 C230)
115 33 15 4 38 5 — — (255)
117 37 20 3 45 9 — — (263)
104 34 20 5 39 9 — — (248)
69 33 5 1 28 5 — — (185)
62 26 7
— — —
23 5 -5- (155)
56 14 11 — 21 2 2 (138)
60 23 11 9 17 — — (143)
98 27 20 3 16 5 1 1 (229)
984 295 167 29 328 53 5 1 131
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to the same distribution of their respective victims, pro¬
vides some very interesting patterns of inter-relationships.
Most of this study has been primarily devoted to a separate
analysis of victims and offenders of criminal homicide in
Atlanta. This section will deviate from the present format
by describing imprtant factors in the dynamic interaction
between the victim and the offender. It is my contention that
the distribution of victims and offenders by specified race
and sex groups reveals even more precisely the various pat¬
terns of personal inter-relationships.
The data the presents the race and sex relationships
among victims and offenders of criminal homicide in Atlanta
will be found in Table 18 and 19. Table 18 is a breakdown
of the number of black males slaying the white males, black
males slaying black males, black males slaying white females,
black males slaying black females; black females slaying
black males, black females slaying black females, black fe¬
males slaying white males, black females slaying white fe¬
males; white males slayign white females, white males slaying
white males, white males slaying black males, white males
slaying black females; white females slaying white males,
white females slaying white females, white females slaying
black females, white females slaying black males.
Among the 2,173 identified relationships found in the
Atlanta police data for 1969 to 1979, 1,364 consisted of male
offenders killing other males, and 59 female offenders kill-
TABLE 18
RACE AND SEX OF WHITE OFFENDERS
BY RACE AND SEX OF VICTIMS,
CRIMINAL HOMICIDE, ATLANTA 1969-1979
Race and Sex of Offenders and Victims in Criminal Homicide
Year WM-WM WM-WF WM-BM WM-BF WF-WM- WF-WF WF-BM WF-BF T]
1969 16 4 5 — 2 — — — (175)
1970 20 5 — — 3 1 — — (242)
1971 22 5 1 — 5 — — — (230)
1972 25 7 6 — 3 — 1 — (255)
1973 29 1 1 — 6 ,1 1 — (263)
1974 18 8 2 — 4 — — — (248)
1975 15 6 — 1 4 — — — (185)
1976 11 5 — — 1 — — — (155)
1977 15 3 — 2 3 — — — (138)
1978 9 4 — — 2 1 — — (143)
1979 16 2 — — — (229)
Total 196 50 17 3 38 5 2 133
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ing other females, A race breakdown indicates that of the 2,173
identified relationships, 1,660 were black offenders kill¬
ing black victims, and 289 were white offenders killing
white victims.
In order to show more clearly the number of criminal
homicides, these race and sex inter-relationships involved
every known race and sex category was cross analyzed. This
included analyzing ecery identified intraracial and inter¬
racial criminal homicide committed during the eleven year
study period. (1). Black male/black male- There was a total
of 984 identified cases of black males killing other black
males in Atlanta. (See table 18). Black males killed other
black males more in 1973 (117), 1972 (115), and 1970 (112).
Black males killed each other least in 1977 (62). Within the
eleven years examined, there appears to be no regular annual
pattern noted for this group. On the average, about 89.4
percent black males were killed by other black males in Atlanta
from 1969 to 1979. (2). Black male/black female- Of the
2,173 identified race/sex relationships, 295 were black fe¬
males. Black males killed black females more often in 1973
(37), 1974 (34), 1972 (33), and 1975 (33) . Black males slayed
black females least in 1977 (14), 1969 (16), and 1978 (23) .
There were no discernible build-up patterns observable in
situations where black males killed black females. From
the eleven year study period, it was calculated that an
average of 26.8 criminal homicides were committed upon black
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females by black males in Atlanta. (3). Black male/vhite
male- There were 167 reported known cases of black males
criminally killing white males. The majority of these type
of killings occurred in 1971 (34), 1973, 1974, and 1979,
all with twenty each. The least number of black males killing
white males occured in 1975 (5), and 1976 (7). Most of
their type of criminal homicides were a result of robbery
or trivial altercations. The average number of white males
killed by black amles during the eleven year study period was
15.1. (4) Black male/white female- Of the 2,173 identified
race/sex relationships, 29 consisted of black males killing
white female. The study period year that showed the single
high for this was 1978 (9), with the low years being 1976,
1977 when no black males killed any white females. Most of
the black males/white female slayings listed either robbery
or rape as the motive. In about 97 percent of these type
slayings, the offenders and the victims were total strangers.
On an average, about 2.6 criminal homicides occurred where
the offender was a black male and the victims was a white fe¬
males. (5). Black female/black male- There were 328 known cases
of black females killing black males in Atlanta. Black males
were killed more only by other black males. The majority of
the cases of black females killing black males occurred in
1973 (45) , and the least number of these killings occurred in
1979 C16). The yearly pattern for these killings were not
consistent from year to year, and discernible build-ups were
not noted. The motives for the majority of criminal homicides
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that involved black females killing black males were trivial
altercation and domestic quarrels. An average of about 29.8
black females in Atlanta for 1969-79. Comparison of the
two groups, black female slaying black males, with black
females reveals that on the average, more females
killmales than black males kill black females. (6). Black
female/black female- There were 53 known cases of black females
killing other black females in Atlanta for 1969 to 1979. Only bla
males killed black females more. A review of the data re¬
veals that about 99 percent of the black female offenders were
quick to kill black males with firearms, but rarely killed
other black females in that manner. Knives were used by
black females to kill other black females most often. This
was the case when the offender and victims were both adults,
but when the black female victim was a child, the slaying
was usually done by beating the child to death. The two
major motives given for black females killing other black
females were trivial altercations and domestic quarrels. Inter¬
esting enough, a few were because of of jealousy and revenge,
but they were very few. The high for black females killing
other black females occurred in 1973 (9), and 1974 (9).
The only year that did not report this phenomenon happening
was 1 78. The:average for the eleven year study was 4.8.
(7). Black female/white male- Of the 2,173 identified re¬
lationships, 5 cases were recorded of a black female slaying
a white male. Two were in 1976, two for 1977 and one for
1979. The first casein 1976 was of a black female 26 years
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old, robbing and then shooting a white male 35 years old.
The second case in 1976 when a black female 20 years old
shot to death a white male 29 years old. The first case
in 1977 involved a black female 20 years old along with a black
male 34 years old, killing a white male aged 26. The second
case in 1977 involved a black female 34 years old killing
a white male 50 years old with a handgun. The only known
case involved a 49 year old male in Atlanta was in 1979.
This case involved a 49 year old black female killing a
44 year old white male with a handgun and the motive was not
known. Black males killed white males four times more
often than did black females. (8). Black female/white fe¬
male- There was only one case recorded, and the incident
occurred in 1979 when a 49 year old white female was killed
by a 64 year old black female. The motive listed by the
police was "sudden anger" probably the result of a trivial
altercation. The relationship was listed by the police as
friendly and the homicide was committed by a handgun that
was recovered by the police. It is my contention that fe¬
males offenders seldom ever cross lines when killing other
females. Further proof of this probably will be seen when
white female offenders are examined. (9). White male/
white male- There were 196 recorded cases of white males
killing other white males in Atlanta. No other group
killed males as often as they killed themselves. From 1970
to 1973, white males showed some high inclinations to kill
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each other. (See Table 19) The year with the single high was
1973 (29), and the single year low was in 1978 (9). The
average for white males in Atlanta for 1969 to 1979 was a-
bout 17.8. (10). White male/white female- White females
are not killed by other race/sex groups as much as they are
killed by white males. Of the 2.173 known relationships,
50 consist of white males killing white females, and although
1973 was the year that produced the most total criminal ho¬
micides, the total for white males slaying white females in
that year was very low, with only one recorded incident of
the phenomenon. The following year 1974, did produce a high
for white males killing white females with t total of eight.
Although firearms were used in most of the killings, white
males still showed a great perponderance for beating white
females to death with their fists and feet. (11). White
male/black male- White males killed black males in 17 of the
identified race/sex relationships. Of the total eleven year
study, the years 1970,1975,1976, 1977 and 1978 were the years
where a white male did not kill a single black male. Many
have speculated that Atlanta's black administration is the
reason that less killings of this type occurred in Atlanta.
When comparing the ratio between black males and white males,
I found that for every one black male killed by a white male,
about ten white males were killed by black males. The years
with the highest single totals for white males killing black
males were 1972 (6), and 1969 (5). The eleven year average
for white males killing black males was 1.5 per year.
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C12) . White male/black fafoale-" There were only three cases
reported of white males killing black females, one was reported
in 1975 and two were reported in 1977. The case in 1975 in¬
volved a white male age 26, killing a black female age
23 in October on a Thursday. The method he used was shoot¬
ing with a handgun and the motive was said to be revenge.
Further investigation reveals that they had been sexual
lovers prior to the criminal homicide. The first case in
1977 involved a 20 year old white male sexually molesting
a 4 year old black female, and then beating her to death.
The case was thought to be somewhat unusual, but all re¬
ports indicated that the charges against the white male
were unfounded. The second case that occurred in 1977
was somewhat incomplete in terms of information that was
made available. This further evidence shows that female
victims, regardless of race or sex, are homicidally assault¬
ed most frequently by males of their own race and least by
males of another race. (13). White female/white males-
White females killed white males in 38 of the known re¬
lationships according to Table 19. The single year high for
these type killings occurred in 1973 (6), and the single
year low was in 1977, (1). In just about every case, the
white female offender was younger than the white male victim.
The most interesting point about white female offenders is
that they do not kill any other race/sex group ( not even
themselves), as often as they do white males. About three
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and a half per year by white females in Atlanta during 1969 to
1979, killed white males. (14), White female/white female-
White females killed each other a total of five times during
the eleven year study period. The first case was recorded
in 1970, where a 31 year old white female killed a white fe¬
male, age unknown, with a handgun over a trivial altercation.
The second case was recorded in 1973, when a 59 year old
white female, age unknown,in a domestic quarrel, while both
had been drinking. The method that the above white females
used was a severe beating with the hands and the feet. The
third case involved a white female, age 27, killing her
baby, age 2 weeks old. The victim was beaten to death be¬
cause the mother could not stand to hear her cry. The
fourth case occurred in 1979, when a 25 year old white female
killed her 4 year old white daughter. The mother used the
method of severe beating to completely cause the death of
the child with the motive being that the child was get¬
ting on the nerves of the mother. The last reported case
of a white female killing another white female occurred
on the following day of the fourth incident. The case
involved a 42 year old white female killing a 32 year
old white female by beating the latter to death. The
report indicated that the two were homosexual lovers
and jealousy was probably the motive for the slaying. The
most interesting aspect of white females killing other
white females were the methods used to commit the homicide
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assaults. In all but one of the cases, white females phy¬
sically beat other white females to death, (15). White
female/black male- There appeared to be only two reported
cases of \jhxte females slaying black males. In both cases,
the white females stabbed the black males to death, because
of domestic quarrels. Reports indicate that in both cases
the white female offenders, and the black male victims were
living together (common-law). It is interesting to note
that black males killed white females about 14 times more
than the latter killed them. (16) . White female/black fe¬
male- This is the only cross analysis where one race/sex
group did not take the life of another. No single black
female was killed by a white female in Atlanta during 1969
to 1979.
Referring back to Table 18, we see that only one death
occurred where a black female killed a white female. This
gives further proof that female offenders seldom (if ever)
cross racial lines when killign other females.
The Atlanta data clearly shows that criminal homicide
is basically a intraracial drama, and that the majority of
interracial offenses were among males. The data also shows
that most males kill and are killed by other males; and that
most females also kill and are killed by males. It is my
contention that racial barriers affect the kinds of personal
contacts between blacks and whites that ordinarily lead to
criminal homicide, and hence operates to reduce interracial
criminal homicides in Atlanta.
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CHAPTER FIVE
SUMMARY OF RESEARCH FINDINGS
The primary purpose of tJiis thesis has been to explore
the nature and disclose the patterns of criminal homicide
observed among 2,263 cases that occurred in Atlanta from
January 1, 1969 to December 31, 1979. The data presented
was based on empirical study of cases found in the annual
log books on homicide of the Atlanta police department,
where all information about criminal homicides are re¬
corded and centrally filed.
The emphasis on this study has not been on the psy¬
chological dynamics within the individual offender and
victim, but on their social characteristics, social rela¬
tionships, and on the offensive act itself, that is, on the
situation in which criminal homicides are likely to occur.
The patterns which emerge were derived from information
about the 2,263 victims and the 2,417 offenders who were
involved in criminal homicides in Atlanta during the eleven
year study period. Patterns were sought regarding race, sex,
age, temporal patterns, methods and weapons used to inflict
death, motives, the interpersonal relationships between
victim and offender, and race and sex relationships between
victim and offender.
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No other study of criminal homicide .-in Atlanta has
analyzed criminal homicide from such a indepth sociological
viewpoint. Nor, has any previous study provided a more
detailed review of the most important reports and studies
on criminal homicide in Atlanta to date. Most previous
studies examined either the victim or the offender only.
In the present study, analysis has been made both victims
and offenders, separately as distinct units, but also as
mutually interacting actors in the criminal homicide
drama. Thus, this study's analyses yielded various pat¬
terns in criminal homicide in Atlanta, not otherwise dis¬
cernible in previous studies.
From the beginning of the present study, it was
maintained that an act like criminal homicide, although
largely unplanned, still presents itself as a patterned
and structural event. The following provide a summary of
the major patterns and empirical information emerging from
this study.
The city of Atlanta, averaged 205 criminal homicides
per year during the eleven year study period. Of the 2,263
criminal homicides committed during 1969 to 1979, the great¬
est number (263) were committed in 1973, and the lowest
single year total was recorded in 1977 (138). The phe¬
nomenon of criminal homicide did not show a year to year
increase in Atlanta, the yearly patterns were very vacill¬
ating, ,
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A discernible relationship was found between criminal
homicide in Atlanta and the race and sex of both victims
and offenders. Blacks and males exceed whites and females
in absolute numbers both as victims and as offenders in
criminal homicide. There was a total of 1,753 black vic¬
tims compared to 505 white victims of criminal homicide in’
Atlanta. The gap was ever wider when comparing black of¬
fenders (1,802) with white offenders (314). The rank order
for victims of criminal homicide in Atlanta was; black
males (1,398) , white males (404), black females (356), and
white females (101). The rank order for offenders was;
black males (1,472), black females (390), white males (269),
and white females (45). One of the most interesting as¬
pects of the Atlanta data is the fact that blacks (males
and females) kill more often than they are killed, and
whites (male and female) are killed more often than they
kill. This is very aparent among white females in Atlanta
who are killed two and a half times more than they kill.
A definite relationship exists between age and
criminal homicide in Atlanta, with the age group 20-29
years having the highest totals cimong both victims and
offenders. One of the most striking features of the age
findings was the fact that three times as many black males
60 and over were killed, compared to white females 20-29
years old. Even at their supposedly most inactive age
stage, black males showed a greater victimization rate
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that white females in their supposedly most active age
stage.
Although August and July showed the highest single
totals cunong victims and offenders in criminal homicide
in Atlanta, there were no absolute relationships observable
for seasons of the year or months with respect to those
variables. The only discernible pattern with regards to
months in Atlanta is the fact that criminal homicides tended
to increase during the summer months. Criminal homicide in
Atlanta was found to be definitely related with days of the
week and weekend. Saturdays and Fridays showed the highest
totals for both victims and offenders of criminal homicide
in Atlanta. The data clearly showed that the weekend hours
are the most dangerous in terms of the likelihood of a per¬
son being victimized in criminal homicide. The highest
concentration of criminal homicide was on the weekends with
Saturday being the peak day.
Observable relationships exists between methods on
inflicting death and the race and sex of both victim and
offender. The majority of all victims and offenders were
involved in criminal homicides where shooting was most often
the common motive. The second method associated most with
victims and offenders (except white females) was shootings.
The second leading method associated most with white females
(both victims and offenders) was beatings. It is interesting
to note that more blacks are offenders by stabbings (265),
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than are victims of stabbings (244). The opposite is
true for whites involved in criminal homicides. If
there is a cultural prefernce by race and sex for par¬
ticular deaths, it was definitely not obvious in looking
at the Atlanta data. For whatever reasons (e.g, gun
availability, or weak and/or ineffective gun control laws)
individuals who kill and/or killed in Atlanta are involved
in shootings in the majority of the cases.
If shootings are involved in a majority of the
criminal homicides, it would stand to reason that a fire¬
arm would be the most used weapon in those cases also.
This took the examination of weapons a step further by
examining all known types of firearms used in criminal
homicides in Atlanta. A very significant relationship
exists between the type of firearms used in criminal ho¬
micides, and the race and sex of both victims and offenders.
Without question, handguns (Saturday night Specials),
were involved in a great majority of all criminal homicide
cases. Handguns killed a total of 1,428 of the 2,263 victims
of criminal homicide in Atlanta. Handguns are the leading
weapons used among every race and sex group in Atlanta,
for 1969 to 1979. This data alone is futher proof that
Atlanta should revise its present gun purchasing laws,
and place the full weight of the law against persons
found carrying handguns without a proper permit.
The kinds of immediate conflicts that most frequently
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characterized Atlanta homicides were; trivial altercations,
domestic quarrels, drunken argiaments and jealousy. Criminal
homicide appeared to be more personalized when directed
against or committed by a female. Females are relatively
more limited to family contexts than males in their daily
lives, so the likelihood of homicidal assaults arriving out
of family quarrels is accordingly greater for females in
Atlanta. There are some important differences according to
motives and the race and sex of victims and offenders,
when the data was broken down completely. White male victims
were killed in proportionately more situations beginning as
robbery than white females or blacks.
Observation confirmed that primary relationships con¬
stituted the majority of interpersonal relationships in
Atlanta criminal homicides. Close friends and relatives
accounted for over half of the contacts. Stranger to
stranger criminal homicides were not that prevekant in
Atlanta during 1969 to 1979, When a stranger to stranger
criminal homicide occurred, robbery, a drug deal, or rape
usually accomplished the killing. Although Atlanta is known
as a media for homosexuals, very few criminal homicides oc¬
curred among this group.
Analysis also has been made of the husband-wife ho¬
micide in Atlanta. The data indicated that more criminal
homicides occurred among common-law married individuals.
The Atlanta data does suggest that a discernible relation-
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sh-ip exists between the number of wives killed by their
husbands, and the ntimber of wives who killed their husbands.
When a woman committed criminal homicide in Atlanta, she
was more likely than a man to kill her mate; and when a man
was killed by a woman, he was most likely to be killed by
his wife, (legal or common-law).
Finally, a complete race and sex breakdown provided in¬
formation on interracial criminal homicides, and intraracial
criminal homicides. The data clearly shows that criminal
homicide in Atlanta is basically a intraracial phenomenon.
When a victim and offender are members of the same race, they
are also usually of the same sex. Simply stated, black males
were more likely to slay other black males, and white males
were apt to kill other white males in most situations. When
interracial homicides did occur in Atlanta, blacks were eight
times more likely to kill a white, than a white was a black.
The great majority of these homicides involved black males
committing felony-murders. Criminal homicide was almost non-
existant among black females/white females, blackfemales/
white females, where only sis were recorded for the eleven year
period. For reasons yet unexplained, black males killing
white males still make up the majority of interracial
criminal homicides in Atlanta. An analysis of non-criminal
homicides might reveal opposite patterns than those expressed
above. The killing of black males by white policemen, and
white private citizens is known to be very great in Atlanta,





This study is by no means the definitive study of criminal
homicide in Atlanta, it is however, the first study of its
kind to employ a strict sociological approach to this deadly
phenomenon. Other studies are needed before prediction and
control of criminal homicide will take place in Atlanta and
other urban areas across the country. Studies that inter¬
view offenders will be helpful in our understanding of
criminal homicide, because of the limited information
found in police files. Other useful insights concerning
criminal homicides in Atlanta, are potentially available from
the courts and correctional institutions (depending on re¬
cords keeping, diagnostic capability, and the like) and a
dynamic analysis iwll have to follow through all the con¬
tingencies of the criminal justice system. Also needed are
studies by sociologist, criminologist, psychologist, and
other scientist, that will combine the various information
into one workable fact based theory of causation and pre¬
vention. There are generalized implications and suggestions,
additional specific implications, and suggestions for further
research on criminal homicide are found in the following
paragraphs.
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CD . Owing to the high incidence of criminal homicide
among blacks and males in Atlanta, more replicative studies
are needed that will focus primarily on these two groups.
Criminal homicide studies that deal with males and blacks,
and their tendency for aggression are needed in Atlanta.
Interview studies of white female offenders would also
be helpful to determine why these particular women committed
offenses which few of their peers are known to commit. Com¬
parison of these white females (offenders) with white fe¬
males who have not committed criminal homicide would be very
productive. Studies also should be conducted on black of¬
fenders and the effect of racism in Atlanta. Every logical
socio-economic factor should be applied to the study of
black particiapnts in criminal homicide.(2). Better comparative studies of the age of the known
victims and offenders would provide many insights into the
understanding of criminal homicide. Studies that deal ex¬
clusively with black males 60 and over are needed to determine
why this supposedly socially inactive group kills as much as
it does. Studies are needed on the subject of mother abusing
and killing their babies in Atlanta. Special attention should
be paid to white females who for reasons presently unknown
engage in this particular type of criminal homicide frequently.(3). A Study of spatial patterns which focus attention
on the specific places where criminal homicides occurred,
are vitally needed in Atlanta. These spatial patterns may
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play an important role in our understanding of the homicide
drama. The particular room or general place where criminal
homicide occurs does not cause the offense, and the offender
may not choose one place in preference to another, but the
data may indicate that the place where the victim is killed
may play an important role in the circumstances associated
with criminal homicide.(4). Because of the known relationships between alcohol
and crimes against the person, studies that deal with the
association of criminal homicides and alcohol are needed on
the cases in Atlanta. Studies that analyze alcohol in both
the victim and the offender, alcohol present in the victim
only, alcohol present in the offender only, and alcohol
absent from the homicide situation, would certainly add to
our knowledge of criminal homicide.(5). Examining of previous arrest records among both
victims and offenders would give certain insight into the
type of criminal personalities that might conflict to pro¬
duce a criminal homicide. Persons who commit aggravated
assaults should be studied to determine if they are the
individuals who usually commit homicide also.(6). Studies that review the victim's participation
in the criminal homicide act are very much needed in Atlanta.
Especially those which would focus attention on victim-pre¬
cipitation in criminal homicides. These studies should con¬
cern themselves with the role of the victim, with special
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attention given to whether or not the victim was first to
use physical harm or force in the homicide drama,or whether
the victim was first to show and use a deadly weapon to strike
a blow in an altercation,
C7). An historical and legal analysis of felony¬
murder would provide necessary information for the criminal
justice system on this rather touchy issue. Often indivi¬
duals are charged with a criminal homicide if though they
are being victimized in a felony, and kills the felon while
attempting to protect themselves or their property. Many
times a coroner's inquest is unable to determine legal
justifications sufficient to exonerate the defendant, and
therefore they are faced with a criminal homicide charge.
We need to know more about these types of situations in
Atlanta. Also criminal homicide offenders who commit their
offenses while committing a felony should be examined more
thoroughly in every type of criminal justice system.(8). Comparative studies of Atlanta and cities with
stiffer handgun laws, would give good clues as to the pos¬
sible reduction or increase if this city had those same
laws. This would be a very good means to test the theory
that fewer deaths would occur if less efficient and more
deadly weapons were not as easily available. Perhaps, the
mitivations or the desire to kill would be reduced if stiffer
icandgun laws were present in Atlanta.(9). Comparative studies of unsolved criminal homicides
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with solved cases should be made, and may provide new in¬
sights of benefit to homicide investigation.
CIO). Certainly, ecological studies are needed in
Atlanta to determine why certain communities have higher
rates of criminal homicide than others. Variables like un¬
employment, housing, education, income, etc., should be
examined closely.(11). Studies of homicide-suicides should be done to
determine who are most likely to take their own lives after
taking the life of another.(12). In view of the many omissions found in the
Atlanta police data, studies should be done by the Atlanta
police and others on how they can become more effective in
their investigating, reporting, and recording of criminal
homicides. Also studies should be done on the method the
Atlanta police use to determine whether or not a homicide
should be deemed criminal.(13). The present situation in Atlanta with the mur¬
ders of the children and young adults, most certainly suggest
that studies are needed to determine why such criminally
acts could be perpetrated upon the children of Atlanta.
Studies to determine the psychological effects of the mur¬
ders on the citizens of Atlanta would also be very valuable.
Studies of examining the performance of the Atlanta police
department in investigating these killings would also be
helpful to this city’s police department, as well as other
police departments across the counrty. A good historical
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study of child murders in Atlanta might provide insight
into the type or types of personalities who might commit
these hideous crimes. Finally, studies should be done on
the trainning of the officers used to investigate criminal
homicides in Atlanta.
(14). Follow-up studies of individuals who have
committed criminal homicides in Atlanta and how they are
adjusting or not adjusting to life after having committed
such crimes. Analysis of previous offenders' attitudes
toward their offense, their victims, society at large, and
their arrest, court and prison experience, would probably
provide much needed insight into our understanding of the
phenomenon of criminal homicide from start to finish.
Many more studies like the ones suggested above are
needed before the control and possible elimination of
criminal homicide will take place in Atlanta, and other
major urban areas across this great land. The job that
lies ahead will not be easy, but the rewards gained by
Atlanta, and society as a whole, will be too numerous to
measure in mere words alone, if we can learn to control
and eventually eliminate criminal homicide. As a student
of sociology and criminolbgy, I hope that this study has
contributed the desired wish experienced above.
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Only when man fully understands through reason,
caring, logic, compassion, science and love, that
criminal homicide is a inh\amane deed, will he
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